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WHATa TCDLA

A

sI practice criminal law and travel throughout this great state, I frequently encourage lawyers to join the most active and successful criminal defense o~ganizationin
thenation, TCDLA. Invariably,I receive a variety of responses ranging 'om lawyas
inadvertently allowing their memberships to lapse or simply not being aware of the immense benefits that accompany membership in TCDLA. I am never too shy to espouse the
vast returns and rewards that I have derived from TCDLA membership over the last eighteen years. It also occurs to me that there are varying levels of emichment and benefit that
acconlpany one's membership commensurate with the length of time one has practiced
criminal law.
Many young lawyers are indebted to the week long chiseling at the Criminal Trial AdvocacyInstitute held each spring in Huntsville where trial skills are germinated and later blossom into verdicts of acquittal.
I suspect I could count on one hand the lawyers practicing criminal law in Texas that
have not had the privilege of attending one of the countless criminal law seminars or programs TCDLA and CDLP sponsored in every corner of Texas over the last thirty-hvo years.
It is hard to be humble considering the level of CLE programs sponsored by TCDLA and
CDLP. They are simply the best in the nation and there is no close second. TCDLA has
taken a dramatic step over the past few yeals by allowing initial membership dues to be
absorbed in course tuition for afxst time attendee at a CLEprogram sponsored byTCDLA.
The laundl y list of benefits that accompany membership with TCDLA never ceases to
ama~eme. Our capital assistance attorney, Philip Wischkaen~per,is an incredible resource.
Anyone finding himself in the fury of capital litigation need only go to the TCDLA website
3r pick up the phone to access the latest and most sophisticated approaches to jury selection, mitigation, expert resources and countless transcripts necessary to effectivelylitigate a
ieath penalty trial. Phillip is tireless in h ~ efforts
s
and has been successful in raising the
mmpetence of death penalty lawyers in Texas.
Our home office has forged membership discounts for cellular telephone services, air
ravel, rental cars, publications and virtuatly every tool necessary for an effective criminal
aw office.
Needless to say our monthly publication, the VOICEfor the Defense, is a tremendously
~aluabieresource with leading recent articles on criminal law topics, significant decisions
eports and motions that can be utilized in criminal practice.
For those lawyers whose zealous advocacy results in threats of contempt or sanctions,
he finest criminal defense lawyers in the nation will be at your side thanks to the TCDLA
;trike Force headed up by Danny Hurley of Lubbock. No member has ever paid a nickel
ovvards legal fees in connection with this invaluable service and support rendered by the

PRESIDENT'S
MESSA~I
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TCDLA Strike Force.Asa criminal defensepractitioner, you will not be alone,
Our TCDLA home office regularly fields
questionsand requests for assistance from menlbers throughout the State. Through our wehsite
and listsew, these requests are disseminated to
the entire TCDLA membership. Quality aud
competent assistance emetge shortly thereafter.
This is a tremendous resource to our membership which consistslargelyof solop~actitioners
throughout Texas.
With our commitment of personnel, time
and resources towards our legislative efforts,
TCDLA is often the only viable means by which
the individual criminal law practitioner can have
a voice in legislation that significantlyimpacts
the practice of criminallaw in Texas. Our legislative planung is formulated two years in advance. Be assured that when the legislative session opens in January 2003, we will be present
and accounted for. TCDLA will be there to represent you.
It is with a great deal of pride that I list the
countless benefits and advantages of membership in TCDLA for those who practice criminal
law in Texas. l do so because I am so very proud
and know that others seek to imitate our snccess. Tbere are those who criticize our efforts.
Tbere are those who claim that they can duplicate our level of support,can~araderie,assistance
and competence. There are those who would
prefl.r to replace us with a lesser quality association. There are those who approach the Court
of Criminal Appeals and seek to tap into our
funding with claims that we do not do enough
in certain areas. While we welcome coiupetition and challenges, we rest secure that ourmissiou, our common goals and the unrelenting
spirit of the criminal defense lawyer will remain
the core of our existence and will keep us at the
foiefront of criminal law practice in Texas.
TCDLAisnot pe~fect.We are constantlyfinding emerging areas in need of our attention and
services. In just the last yeax, we have renewed
our commitment to strengthen education for indigent defense and other p~ogramsin rural areas. One of the purposes o f this month's
President's Column is to seek your input and
suggestions on wherelhow we can improve and
provide a greater level of benefits and services
to you, the criminal law practitioner. Please let
us know. TCDLA will address it immediately.
Our executivedirector and home offite are more
organized, efficient, detail oriented and responsive than ever before. Our commitment is to
serve and respond to the needs of our members.
Our cominitment is to remain the best.

Warren Burnett: The Passing of a Legend
Warren Burnett passed away on September 23,2002 while sitting on the
porch of a bed and breakfast lodge in Port Davis, Texas enjoying a cold beer.
We lost a legend. Warren began practicing in Texas back in the 1950's and
divided his career between personal injury matters and criminal law. Warren
was a prosecutor inSau Antonio before moving to Odessa whe~ehe formed a
law firm with his former partner, Paul McCollum. He later became district
attorney in Ector County and afier two terms returned to private practice
because he felt a sense of loss for having prosecuted a homeless man and
securing the death penalty. Warren was later inducted into the TCDLA Hall
of Fame.
My favorite story of Warlen Buruett comes fiom his assistkg the City of
Odessa in locating the University of Texas/Permiau Basin in Ector County.
During one of the placement hearings, Buruett was asked whether there was
truly a need for a four year university in Odessa. Burnett responded, "Mr.
Chairman, I can assure there is enough ignorance iu the City of Odessa to
justify an eight year university.? Such was Warren. His incredible sense of
humor and unmatched command of the English language truly made him
one of the most talented lawyers to ever step inside a courtroom in America.
He was a legeud, He will be missed. &
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ndividuals join associations fol several reasons. Among the most common is the desire
to advance common interests; to address social, economic, political, and educational
needs; and to protect the status of their plofession or industry. The roots of modern
day associations can be traced back to ancient civilizations and ties to Old World guilds.
In 1830, the French statesman and author Alexis de Tocqueville wrote in Dertrocracy in
Aii~ericfl:
Americans of all ages, all stations of life, and all types of dispositions are forever forming- associations.There are not only commercial and industl ial associations in which all take part, but others of a thousand different types-religious, moral, serious, futile, very general and very limited, immensely large
and very minute.
TCDLAis a modern day association whose origins span the centu~ies.TCDLAesists to
advance the common interest of criminal defense lawyers.
TCDLA is the state association in Texas for 2,300 members. On a daily basis, it seems
that we have members stopping by the Home Office 01 calling and e-n~ailingasking how
can they contribute to their association. This rematkable dedication to TCDLA is what has
sustained your organization ovel the past 31 years. This dedication is what will sustain
TCDLA in the years to come.

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR'S
How to contribute:
PERS~ECT~VE
Be a speaker (and prepare a payer) at a TCDLA or CDLP seminar

Be a course Director at a TCDLA or CDLP seminar
Write an article on n criminal defense topic for the VOICEfor the Defeiise
Volunteer to selveon a Board Committee
Piolnote TCDLA seminars and products in your city
Start up a local TCDLA affiliate in your city, county or legion
Get a TCDLA membership drive going in your city, county or legion
Get a colleague to join TCDLA
Attend a TCDLA Board meeting
Attend a TCDLAICDLP seminar
Please call a board member or Officer of the Board or theHome Ofice for more information.
Until next month.. .
B
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n September 18,2002, the Court of Criminal Appeals held in 14'elclr v. Sf@& No.
875-01, that third party consent to search a vehide is valid if the third party has
mutual access and control over the property searchedand it can be said that the
defendaut assumed the risk that the third party would wnsent to a search. The Court held
that this nule applieseven when the ddefendant is present at the scene and does not consent
to the search. One question not addressed is whether the third party, under the same Qrcumstances,would have standing to assert a Fourth Amendment objection to the search. If
not, then how could thatperson have the suthority to waive Fourth Amend~neutrights?
In the Fl'elclr case, the Appellant was driving her truck through west Texas when she was
stopped for speeding by a DPS Trooper. He discovered that she had an outstaudi~lgwarrant While waiting fur a confirmation of the warrant the Trooper repeatedly asked Appellant if she would consent to a search of her truck. She never gave her consent. Once the
warrant was confirmed and Appellant was told she would be placed under arrest, sho asked
that thevehiclebe turned over to a passenger.The DPS Trooper told her that if she did turn
the truck over to the passenger, that person would be responsible for ewry+hingin it. The
court,in its opinion stated that the Trooper'tvarued"her the passenger would be responsible for everything in the truck. After obtaining permission to turn the truck over to the
passenger, the Trooper approached the passenger, gave her the keys to the truck and asked
EDITOR'S her for consent to sealxh the truck. She gavr her wnsent. He searched the truck and found
two m a ijwna cigarettes, a vial of methamphetamineand materials used in the matmfacCOMMENT
ture of methm~phetamine.
m valid, the court cited the United
In determining that the consent of the passenger w
States Supreme Court case of UtrifedSages cs Matlock in which the Court stated thatC'the
consentof onewho possesses common authorityoverpremises or effects ismlid as against
the absent, non-consenting person with whom that authority is shred:' The court also
cited its own decisions in which it had *recently emphasized that the third party's legaI
property interest is not dispasitivein determiningvhetherhe has the authority to consent
to a search,ch,yingthat'common authorityderives from the mutualuse of the property, not
the ownership or lack thereof."'
The court gave unusual deference to the DPS 'Rooper's representations to the Appellant, saying that she assumed some risk in giving the truck to the passenger, "particularly
given [the Trooper's] warning that [thepwenger] would be respuusihle for the contents of
the truck? It is not clear wvhat gave the Trooper the right to make that determination or
wvhat legal basis he had for making such a statement. The transfer of control of the vehicle
was completely controlled by the Tmoper. He had Appelknt in custody in his patrol vehicle
when she asked that the carbe released EO the passenger.Appellant aud the passenger were

0
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not allowed to communicate regarding the permission of the
Appellant to the passenger to drive her vehicle. The Trooper,
cleveriy controkd the situation, putting the Appellant in a position of either turning over the vehicle to a third party who,
regardless of Appellant's intent or desire, ivould have authority
to consent to a search or, allorvi~~g
the DPS to take control of
the vehicle which would authorize an inventory search. It appeals that the Trooper was able to make the rules in this case,
and the Court of Criminal Appeals let him.
The court was not persuakd byAppellant's arguments that,
under the facts of the case, the third party did not have the
right to consent as the ba~ln~ent
was incomplete or that, assuming the bailment was complete, it was for a limited purpose and did not give her authority to consent to a search. In
discussing the bailn~entaigument, the court recognizedauthority that" when two people have a property intemt in the property to be searched, the waiver of the personal Fourth Amendment rights of one party may act as a binding waiver of the
personal rights of the other party'' So, the cotu t did recognize
that a consent tosearch is a rvaiverofa person's Fourth Amendment rights which are based on a reasonable expectation of
p i i v a ~ .Likewise, the question of standing is based on aperson's
reasonable expectation of privacy. Rnkas v. Illi~lois,439 U.S.
128(1978).

What if this was a standing ease and not a consent to search
case?Would the third party have standing to object to a search
offhe truckllf the answer is no, then this decision ofthe Court
is inconsistentwith other Fourth Amendment cases. This issue
was addzessed recently by the First Court of Appeals in Houston in Stnte v. Alleri, 53 S.W.3d 731 (Tex. App.-Houston[lst
Dist.] 2001, n ' pet.).
~
That court held that a non-owner who 1s
driving avehicle does not have authority to consent to a search
of the vehicle's trunkwhen the owner is present. In support of
its decision, the court ofappeals uted two federal circuit court
cases, Uniied States v. Jefersow, 925 F.2d 1242 (LO" Cir. 1991)
and UnitedStntes Ir Lochnn,674F.2d 960 (1'Cir. 1982). In the
Jeffersoncase, the court distinguished the situation where anonowner driver has borrowed the ownerS car and is driving it
outside the presence of the owner. Insuch a situation,the driver
would have a reasonable expectation of privacy in the vehicle.
However, in the IWch case, the Court of Criminal Appeals did
not make that distinction. Itstated that the consent of thethird
party who had access and control would be effective even if the
non-consenting owner waspresent at the scene. Although this
case is unusual, the fact situation it presents is likely to repeat
itself in the future and the standing question may yet come
before the Court of Criminal Appeals. People are stopped and
arrested for outstanding warrants aU the time; in DWI traffic
stops and arrests, the car is often turned over to a passenger. If
a passenger turned driver ends up being charged with possessinrrsomethinrr
"
" that wasin the vehicle,he or she should be able
to rely on iVe1cI1 as authority for their right to ohject to at];
Fourth Amendment violations. &
. ,
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o v d e r 1,2002, was a had day for the United States Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit -and for the lawyers and menlbe~sof the federal judicia~ywithin
the Circuit. This was the first day in more than eight years that Robe1t M. Parker
had not been a judge on the Court. He rettred on Octoher 31,2002.
But for some good luck -and an iron will -Judge Pal ker would have died or retired
three years earlier. On August 30,1999, he and Chief Judge John Hannah, Jr., of the United
States District Court f o ~
the Eastern District of Texas, were riding back from Houston to
Tyler when the driver of another vehicle came into their lane and caused a head on collision. Both pdges were seriously injured.
After spending a week in the intensive care unit of a hospital in Tyler, Judge Parker
managed to escape to a private ~ o o nHe
~ . immediately oldered his staff to bring the cases
which he was reviewing to the hospital in order that he would not fall behind. Although his
fellow judges on the Coult made plans for the re-distribution of his cases, those plans were
never implemented. By Octoher 1,1999,Judge Parkerwas hackin his office doing his usnal
work. There was concern that he would spend significanttime in a wheelchair before being
F.R. "Buckr' Filrs, In.
able to walkwithout assistance and a lift was constructed in one of the courtrooms at New
Orleans so that he could sit at the bench in his wheelchair. When he teturned to the Court
in April 2000, he walked in using two canes.
Last June, 1 interviewed Judge Pa~kerfor a column that I was writing for the Te.vasLauyer. When I asked him what the qualifications should be for a federal appellate judge, he
C O R N Ereplied:
~ "You should he a trial lawyer first and then have experience on the federal district
bench." It will be interesting to see if the President's next appointee to the Court meets
these qualifications.
Judge Parkel hadserved on the district bench for 15yeas before beginning his service at
the PiFth Circuit. Many of us have vivid me~noriesof Judge Parker from those years.

N

FEDERAL

He broke bad news to us about how he was going to operate under the constlainks of
the United States Sentencing Guidelines. Early on, there were discussions between prosecutors and defense lawyers about tailoring stipulations as to the quantity of drugs or the
amount of loss in dollars to achieve a desired result as to a Guideline level. Judge Parker
made it dear that he would hold any lawyer in contempt who attempted to mislead hi.So
much for manipulating the Guidelines.

.

He accepted the concept of the downward departure early on. If there was not a prohibition against a departure and if a lawyer made a strong case for the granting of a departure, Judge Parker would at least consider departing downward. Sometimes, he would he-
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gin the hearing by challenging the lawyer: "I know that you
want me to grant a downward departure and Ifn probably not
going to do it, but let me hear what you have to say." If the
lawyer carried his burden, he had a chance at winning.

counselwhen he failed to obtain hi client's consent before conceding to second-degree murder. Parker dissented.

UnitedStates v. Enrerson,270 F.3d 203 (5*Cir.Z001).Aftera panel of the Circuit (JudgesGarwood, DeMoss andparker)
He made sentencing proceedings challenging and fun, reversed UnitedStatesDistrictJudgeSamCummings'dismissal
Judge Parker would take the bench, look at counsel and often of the indictment, the Court granted the government's appeal
say, l
want you to address the foIIowing (telling you what it and reversed Judge Cummings. Writing for the panel, Judge
was that he was interested in)." Sometimes, he would ask the Garwood included a detailed analysis of Second Amendment
AUSA and the defense lawyer what each believed to he an ap- litigation in the opinion. In a specially concurring opinion,
propriate sentence and to explaiu why. He might follow one of Judge Parker wrote, "The fact that the 84 pages of dicta contained in Sectio~~V
are interesting, scholarly, and well written
the suggestions or iguore both.
does not change the fact that they are dicta and amount to at
He let lawyers be lawyers. Unlike some of his brethren - best an advisorytreatise on this long-runniug debate."
and, if you read the opinions of the Court, you know the judges
of the Southern and Northern Districts who are regularly acPerhaps JudgeParker's style ofwriting as an appellatejudge
cused of taking over the trials of cases - he gave the lawyers comes across best in that specially concurriug opinion in
the latitude to develop their own cases.
Enrenon. He always wanted trial judges and lawyers to understand what the Court was saying. That ability to "cut through
He had a wonderful sense of fairness which was not thefluff"shou1d be appreciated by the federal bench and bar.
Judge Parker's retiremeut coupled with the death of former
clouded by the emotional aspects of a case; e.g., in 1992, Judge
Parker granted habeas relief to Betty Lou Beets, who had been Chief Judge Henry Politz and the appointment to the Court of
found guilty of capitalmurder and had been assessed the death Judith Edith Brown Clement should signal a probable shift penalty. He determined that her attorney, E. Ray Andlews, had lurch? -to the extreme right on Fourth Amendment issues.
been ineffective in representing her because he had failed to Prosecutors will find it easier to justify the actions of law enwithdraw as her attorney and testi@on her behalf. The Court, forcement officers as they search and arrest individuals.
If my Westlaw research was correct, Judge Parker had nine
sitting en bane, reversed Judge Parker. Beets was eventually executed. When Mr. Andrew was himself prosecuted and con- cases involving search issues appealed to the Court when he
victed of federal fraud charges, many concluded that Judge was 011 the district bench. In eight of these, he was affirmed.In
Parker's evaluation of hislawyering skills had been correct.
each of those cases, he had upheld the propriety of the
government$ search. In only one case was he reversed: In that
After being appointed to the Court in 1994, Judge Parker case, the government had used a thermal imager to establish
authored 263 published opinions of which 85 were in criminal probable cause for a search warrant. Judge Parker suppressed
cases. During the time that he served on the Court, I reviewed the evidence. United States v. Ishnlael, 843 ESupp. 205 (E.D.
all of the opinions of the Court in criminal cases in order to Texas 1994). The govermnent appealed and the Court reversed
prepare a paper each year on the topic of Fifth Circuit Opin- and remanded the case. United States $1. Ishmael, 48 P.3d 850
ions for the Advanced Criminal Law Course of the State Bar of (5" Cir. 1995).Thecase did not evenmerit m bancreview.When
Texas. I have always appreciated the clarity of his opinions. You the Supreme Court decided UnitetlStates v. Kyllo, 533 U.S. 27,
always knew what section of the United States Code was the 121 SCt. 2038, 150 L.Ed2d 94 (2001) -which had the same
basis of the prosecution. If it was an issue of first impression, issue as Ishmael and in which the Court came to the same conJudgeParker would note that it was a"res nova." If there was a clusions as Judge Parker had earlier -we in the Eastern Disconflict between the Ciltuits, he would point out what the other trict of Texas were not surprised.
While on the Court or while sitting by designation, Judge
Circuit or Circuits had held.
Judge Pqrker has never been an ideoIogue. He simply ap- Parker has written opinions in seven cases with Fourth Amendplied thelaw to the facts. Although, like most members of the ment issues. Four of them affirmed the district court; one
Court, he has written more opinions affirming the judgments granted relief to the government in its appeal of a motion to
of the district courts thanreversingthem, JudgeParkerbas never suppress granted by the district court; and, in a sixth, the mahesitated to write dissenting01 speciallyconcurringopinions;e.g., jority of the relief went to the government. In a seventh opinion, the Court held that a law enforcen~entofficer's statement
Soffar v, Cockreg, 300 P.3d 588 (5* Cir., en banc, 20021. in an affidavit for asearch warrant demonstrateda reckless disThe en bnrzc Court denied relief in a capital habeas case hold- regard for the truth.
W i t h e Court survive without Judge Parker as a member?
ing that the petitioner had waived his right to remain silent.
Judge Parker dissented.
Of course -hut we will all miss his wisdom, his sawy and his
sense of humor. On November I", Judge Parker joined former
H~ynesv. Cain, 298 P.3d 375 (5" Cir., err banc, 2002). The State District Judge Joe D. Clayton (who still sits by assignerr banc Court denied relief in a capital case holding that ment, hearing complex civil cases) in Tyler in the practice of
petitioner's attorney did not provide ineffective assistance of arbitration, tnocktrials,consultationandmediation. &
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s the next legislativesession nears, the Task Force on Criminal Defendant's Competency (SB 553) isnow squarely facing thenloredlfficult challenge of creating statutory language which is clear and which advances the interests aU of us hold when
we defend mentally ill and/or mentally retarded clients. Here are the suggestions I recently
made to the Task Force on several key issues: (1) whether competent defendants may be
forced to take medication without which they will decompensate; (2) "pick-up juries" in
uncontested hearings; and (3) the jury's role for extended commitment proceedings. As
you can see, I have recommended some fundamental st~ucturalchanges. They are ~eproduced in full, and I hope that you give me any concerns or comments you may have about
them.

CAPITOL

The Role of the Jury in Uncontested Incompetency Proceedings
Unless the Legislatu~eintends to amend the Texas Constitution, the role of the jury is
(and should be) the centerpiece of adjudication of incompetency. Where the defendant's
inconipetency is disputed, the prosecution and defense can adopt the familiar roles as adversaries and the jury acts as the factfinder under those cilcumstances. The more difficult
issue f o ~the TaskForce is the jury's role whe~eno dispute exists.
Currently, 12 people are selected, withvariousstatutory provisions often waived by aageement. These citizens ale seated in the jury box, required to observe defense counsel and
prosecution follow a rather sclipted ritual with undisputed testimony froni an expel t, then
are asked by the "adversaries" to sign off on the conclusions of the professions. No one
prefers this routine. However; constitutional law mandates that the jury will have a role in
the decision to commit a person for an exteuded period of time.
Where there is no dispute, the petit jury's traditional role is diminished if not rendered
wholly superfluous. The solution is to change the nature and function of the jury when
thele is no dispute that the person is incompetent and should be committed for an extended period of time. The change should enhance the role of the citizens who would wnlprise the jury and their ole under these circumstances should be meaningful.
W t h these goals in mind, I have drafted some language which reflects a wholly diffefelent
place for juries where there are no issues to dispute. I have modeled a jury's role from the
role of the gland jul y which is meant to act as a check on governmental powex; which in the
context of mental health commitment, includes everyone within the system.

CORNER

Article I, Section 15(a)'s "Charged with an 0ffense"Provision
Currently, a pelson's treatment plan is dependent upon whether or not there are ct~minal charges pending against him. 1am ploposing that a pelson's treatment plan be unaf
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fected by this circumstance and the person placed in a setting
for the restoration of his mental health based on the medical
and psychiatric cr~teriaalready establishedintheMentalHealth
Code, Under the current scheme, treatment is dependent upon
prosecution discretion whether to dismiss charges. Under the
proposed scheme, it is the court which dismisses charges so
that the person's treatment can fall under the sole domain of
the county or probate cou~t until such time as the person regains competency. The issue which arose is whether the creation of a judicial-dismissal and alegislativedeterminationthat
"the person is not charged with an offense"ivould violate Article I $15(a) of the Texas Constitution.
Article 1, $15(a) provides:
No person shall be committed as a person of unsound mind except 011 competent medical or psychiatric testimony. The Legislatui~may enact all
laws necessary to provide for the trial, adjudicationnf insanityand cotumitment of persons of unsound mind and to provide for a method of appeal
from judgments rendered in such cases. Such laws
may provide for a waiver of trial by jury,in cases
where the person under inquiry hns not been
chnrged with the cotnrnission of n crini~ndoffenertse,
by the concurrence of the person under inqniry,or
his next of kin, andan attorney adlitem appointed
by a jndge of either the County or Probate Court
of the countywhere the trialis being held,andshall
provide for a method of service of notice of such
trial npon the person under inquiryand ofhis right
to demand a trial by jury.

...

The limitation"not been charged with a criminal offense"
is in the Texas Constitution, but for leasons that have nothing
to do with proper treatment. This provision merely recognizes
the difference between right to jury trial in civil and criminal
cases. In civil cases, a jury is necessary only when a party demands one. In criminal cases, a jury is necessary unless it is
specifically waived. If a criminal accusation is pending, then a
j u ~ywas necessary to decide whether the person was insane at
the time of trial or insane at the time of the alleged offense
(there was no distiuction between incompetency and insanity
until Dnsky). If no criminal accusation is pending, then the
person's treatment isgovelnedby the mental health provisions
as in any other case. This provision also ~ecognizesthat a person who is charged with an offense is under the jurisdiction of
the district or county c o u ~in
t which the indictment or information is pending.
While jurisdiction demands that the disposition of an illcompetent person at least begins in the criminal court, the restoration of a person's mental health should unt be dependent
npon whether charges ale pending. It was not the purpose of
Article I $15(a) for a person's treatment to rest on the
prosecution's decision whether to disn~isscharges. This constitutional provision was warded in this way because of the different nature of the right to trial by jury, a distinction which is
left undisturbed by aprocedure by which thoseinitiallycharged

with an offense can be routed to the County or Probate Court.
Because the State may nevertheless wish to pursue prosecution,
then the statute of limitations would tolled until the person is
declared competent. The jurisdiction question is answered by
a transfer of the case from the criminal court to the court handling mental health cases. Finally, a criminal court judge's inouiiv is narrowed to the issue of incornnetencv:
,.the rest of the
issueswould beleft to the p~ofesionalswithim themental health
community and the courts handling the mental health cases.

' .

Forcing Medication to Maintain a Person's Competency
The problem of the decompensation of mentally restored
defendants has been identified.One suggested solutionhas been
to create provioions for forcing medication to maintain a
person's competency.
The Supreme Court has said: "Forcinganti-psychoticdrugs
on a convictedprisoner is impermissible absent a finding of an
overriding justification and detemination of medical appropriateness:'Riggirrs v. Newdn,504 U.S. 127,135 (1992)cUnfortunately, the Supreme Court in the same case noted, "whether
a competent criminal defendant may refuse anti-psychotic
medication if cessation would render him incompetent at t~ial
is not before us." id,at 136. I recommend that the Task Force
not create a provision. Nevertheless, I have included language
for consideration anyway.As one alternativeanswerto this problem, I would propose a sort of speedy trial provision wherein
counsel be required to prepare for trial while the person is being heated and that when the defendant is returned, that his
case be given prefe~enceoverall others and be tried in an expedited manner. Another would be that the court be empowered
to preclude prosecution of a mentally ill person in the interests
of justice.
Suggested Language
Court Trial for 90-day (:nnunitmcnt
'l'iic issuc or the dcfendont's inconipetcncy ro standtpurposes of the 90-day commitment shall be tried before the
COUTt.

JuryTrial for Extended Referral to Countvor Probate Court
A defendant who has been determined to be incompetent
to stand trial after the 90-day cnnunitment has a rieht to trial
hy.imy to determine whether his commitment should be ex-

tended,
If the person has been temporarily cninmitted and both the
attorneps for the State and attorneys for the defendant aeree
that he should be committed for an extended period of time.
then a written agreement for extended commitment shall be
filed with the cleik of the court and siened by both the attornev for the State and the attornev for the defendant.
If an aereement for extended commitment has been filed,
the court shall empanel a special jury in the same manner as a
grand iury, except that only 8 persons shall be selected. The
special.iury will determine whether extended cnnnnitment is a
reasonable treatment of the person and will set a date to review
the progress of the person's restoration to mental health. The
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specialjurywill have the power to ouestion witnesses and counsel and to obtain additional documentation.
If the defendant's competencvis disputed, then the issueshall
be tried before a iurv.
urisdiction of District Court and County Court. or Pro,1COU,
The court in which the chareineinstrument is fled has concurrent jurisdiction with the couitwhich would have iurisdiction over the defendant under theMentalHealth Code had no
charees been filed.

that no other courses of action will reasonably result in the
maintenance of the defendant's competency, then he mav order that the defendant be forced to take his medication.
u e ~ s o may
n not dministe!. a psychoi~ctivcrncdicatio~!
to a defendant who refusec to rake tlic medication v o l u w
-.
except as provided by this chavter.
fg)A defendaut who is comvetent has the same rights as a
person who lacks the capacity to make a decision reeardine the
administration of the proposed medication.
Emedited Cases for Previously Incom~etentPersons
A court shall set a jury trial lor sevcn!y-fivednys i n a case in

b ~ d i u i a l ~ u s p i nofnCharging Instrument
The trial court shall dismiss the charging instrument if it
finds that the defendant is incom~etentto staiid trial. The iudicial dismissal under this chapter isliniited to this chapter and
is restricted to the extended commitment of an incompetent
person. The judicial dismissal has no effect on the statute of
!imitations or any other effect on the discretion of the district
or county attorney to disniiss vleadines.
Restoration
IThese vrovisions have already been drafted1

Com~etencvMaintenance:Forced Medication
la1 Forcedmedication by theeovernment ofanon-consenting person for purposes other than his health or safety wnstitutesan extremeandsubstantiveinterferet~cewith the person's
liberty. is a grave and undesirable undertaking and may only
be vursued under this article when all other alternatives have
been exhausted.
Ib) A person who has eained competencv and returned to
the county in which a charging instrument has been judicially
dismissedfsuspended may be rewired to take the medication
which maintains his competency only i n accordance with this

to stand
~ l j c d c l c ~ ~has
l abeen
n ~found tolx incom~~etent
trial. This case shall have vreference over all other cases. The
court in which the cause is vending shall have the authoritv to
order MHMR or any other state facility to provide requested
documents to court-appointed counsel at no expense, If the
defendant voluntarilv takes his medication necessarv for him
to remain comvetent, then the cause may be continued. Upon
the revresentation that the defendant's competency is maintained and that more time is necessary to prepare for trial. the
court shall reset the case for another date.
Judicial Dis~ositionof Incompetent Persons
Where a person has been restored to competency and the
State states its intention to prosecute the -wson. the presiding
judge of the court in which the cause is vendine mav vermanently abate the proceedinrrs and transfer jurisdiction of the
person to the county or probate courtwith jurisdiction under
the Mental Health Code.

Please e-mail me at hari~plnw@swbell.r~et
or call me at the
office (512) 476-8484 for your thoughts about these recommeudations. Nothing here is set in stone, and I need all the
input I can get. If anything, critique the policies recommended
here, scrutinize,criticize and propose a better course of action
article.
than what I have proposed. Let's put our heads together and
Ic) The judge of the court in which the case is pendin who give the Legislature our best for the mentally ill and mentally
learns that the defendant under this section has refused to take retarded who so often are placed into the criminal justice systhe appropriate medication shall immediately appoiut a social tem rather than the mental healthsystem,a route with the most
worker from MHMR to interview the defendant and persuade horrible consequences. I wouldalso like to put together a workhim to take his medication. AU statements made to the social ing committee who would be willing to monitor and discuss
worker are inadmissible for any purDose at the trial on the the coming reforms to the inconipetencystatutes. Let me know
merits.
if you are interested. if&
Id) If the defendant continues to refuse to take his medication despite the action described in subsection (c), the judge
shall personally admonish the defendant in open court to bake
the appropriate medication.
fe) If the defendant continues to refuse to take his medication desaite the action described in subsections (c) and [dL the
judge shall then inouire from the defendant's couusel about
any course of action which can be taken to ensure the
defendant's competencv other than forcing the defendant to
take the approvriate medication. If the court determines that
other courses of action remain and may reasonably result in
themaintenance of the defendant's competency. then the court
can fashion the appropriate remedy. If the court determines
16 VOICE FORTHE DEFENSE
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7:50-8:oo J. Gary Trichter, Houston, TX
Paul Goeke-San Antonio, TX (Representing the
San Antoniopexar County Criminal Defense Bar)
Opening Remarks
8-8:50 Dr. Joe Citron, Atlanta, GA
Understanding HGN: "The'Eyes' Don't
Necessarily Have It"
8:50-9:40 Troy Mcl<inney, Houston, TX
Field Sobriety Tests: 'Not Everyone With 'Tanglefoot' is
Drunk"
9:40-10:30 Dr. Fran Gengo, Buffalo, NY
Pharmacology: "Circling the Wagons Against Bad Science"
i0:30-10:45 Break
i0:45-11:30 Doug Hazelton, Minneapolis, M N
President for the Minnesota Society of Criminal Justice;
"Knowing the Ropes Of Impeaching Drug Recognition
Experts"
11:30-12:30 Victor Carmody, Jackson, MS
DWI Demonstrative Evidence: AToys R Us Round-Up (A
chuck wagon lunch and drink will be served during this
lecture)
12:30-1:00 BREAI<
1:001:50 Chuck Morgan, Charlotte, NC & Steven Jones,
Norwell, MA; 'DWI Evidence Objections and Proffers:
Happy Trails and Blind Canyons"
1:50-3:zo Robert B. Hirschhorn, Lewisville, TX;
"Jury Voir Dire & Communication Skills: Avoiding
Stampedes"
3:20-3:30 BREAK
3:30-5:30 Charles Sifers-Oklahoma City, OK, Mary
McMurray, Shoreview, MN; "Breath Testing Defenses:
Calling in the Calvary of Real Science"
6:30-9:oo Cowboy Cocktail Social Sponsored by
Lawinfo.com. Dinner sponsored by the College (this will be
a TexMex Fajita Dinner with entertainment)
Friday, January 2qth
8:oo-9:oo Leslie F. Hulnick, Wich~ta,I<S; "Ethics: How To
Wear The White Hat"
9:0010:3o James Farragher Campbell, San Francisco, CA;
"Cross-Examination: How To Corral The Arresting Officer
California Style"
George Stein, Atlanta, GA; "Cross-Examination: How To
Corral The Arresting Officer Georgia Style"
IO:3O-IO+5 BREAK
10:4512:15 Richard "Racehorse" Haynes, Houston, TX;
"Giving the Winning Closing
How to Tell A
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.
Campfire Story"

Registration Form
Seminar Fees:
$325 College Members; $375TCDLA and SACDLA Members
$400 Non-Members
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Address:
Clty:
Tel:

State:

Zip:

Fax:

E-mail:
Enclose Check (payable t o NCDD) or Credit Card
Visa, Mastercard, American Express or Discover:

Credit Card #:
Exp. Date:
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Date:

Attendance Certification Statement: I acknowledge that
the National College for DUI Defense does not allow
attendance by jurist or prosecutors except upon special
written invitation. Accordingly, I hereby certify that I am
not a full time judicial officer or full time prosecutor and
that I am actively engaged in the defense of criminal cases
Signature:

Date:

Important Registration Information: Registrants must
stop by the registration area before attending any events
t o receive their badge and materials. Cancellations must
be received in writing by December 22,2002 in order t o
receive a full refund. Cancellations after that date but
before January 6,2003 will be refunded 50% of
registration fee. No refunds will be given for cancellations
after January 8. To register, fax registration form with
credit card information t o (713) 654-7028 or mail with
payment to: National College for DUI Defense, The Kirby
Mansion, 2000 Smith Street, Houston, TX n o o z .
Hotel Accomodations: The Menger Hotel, (800) 345-9285;
at only $95(plus tax) Singie/Double per night, the hotel
will fill up quickly so make reservations today. Mention
NCDD to receive this low rate. After December 22,2002,
room rates may rise and reservations will be accepted on a
space available basis.

NO.
STATE OFTEXAS

IN THE DISTRICT COURT

VS.

33lS JUDICIAL DISTRICT

FELONY DEFENDANT

TRAVIS COUNTY, TEXAS

MOTION FOR IMMEDIATE PRODUCTION OF COPIES OF
OFFENSE REPORTS, DEFENDANT'S STATMENT(S),
PHOTOGRAPHS AND LABORATORY REPORTS

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:
NOW COMES FELONY DEFENDANT, the Defendmt in the above styled and numbered cause based
upon the plain language of Artide 39.14 of the Code of Criminal P~ocedureand respectfully moves this
Honorable Court to order the District Attorney or his Assistant to produce copies of the following items
contained in the prosecution's file or in the possession and custody of the Travis County District Attorney's
Office immediately upon the granting of this motion:
Items Sought to Be Copied

1.Any and all police reports made in connection with this case;
GRANTED

AGREED

DENIED

2. The defendant's statements made in connection with this case;

GRANTED

AGREED

DENIED

3. Any and all scientific reports made in connection with this case;

GRANTED

AGREED

DENIED

4. Any and all photographs or videotapes made in connection with this case.

GRANTED

AGREED

DENIED

This Court's Authority to Order Copies of Reports and Photographs
in the Interests of Justice and Efficiency

As a basis for this olotion, Defendant would show the Honorable Court that the Court does have the
authority to order copies of these items under Article 39.14 of the Code of Criminal Proocedure. This statute
provides in pertinent palt:
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(a) Upon motion of the defendant showing good cause therefor and upon notice to the other
parties, the court in lvhiclt on actiori ispendirrgntny order the State before or during trial of a
criminal action therein pending or on trial to produce andpermif the inspection and copying
orphotographing by or 011 behalf of the defendant of any designated docrcrnents, papers. written statemeut of the defendatif, (except written statements of witnesses and except the work
product of counsel in the case and their investigators and their notes or report), books, nccounfs, letters, photographs, objects or tangible t7iitrgs motprivileged, which coirstitute or contain evidence maferial to m y matter iwotved in the nction and which ale in the possession,
custody or control of the State or any ofits agencies. Theorder shall specify the time, place and
manner of making the inspection and taking the copies and photographs of any of the aforementioned docunlents or tangible evidence; provided, however, that the rights herein granted
slmll not exterrd to written mmtnunications between the Sfateor arty of its agents or representatives or employees. Nothing in this Act shall authorize the removal of such evidence from
the possession of the State, and any inspection shall be in the presence of a representative of
the State.
This article aeates a general rule for the defense to discover,iospect and have copies of a wide variety of
docun~ents.Exceptions are also created to the general rnle of discovery. The exceptions of relevance to this
n~otionace p~osecutor'swork product and connnunications among the State's agents, representatives or
employees. Thus, by the plain language of this statute, there are two categories of evidence implicated by
tbis motion wvhich a trial court may not order disclosed to the defense: (1) themworkproduct of counsel in
the case and their investigatols and their notes or report," and (2) "written como~unicationsbetween the
State or any of its agents or representatives or employees." Police reports fall into neither category.
Work pmdnct includes not only the mental processes of the attorney, but also "material prepaied by
agents for the attorney." Lkited States v. Nobles, 422 U.S. 225, 238-239, 95 S.Ct 2160,45 L.Ed.2d 141
(1975). See also Washi~rgkma State, 822 S.W.2d 110, 115 (Tex.App. - Waco 1991), reversed on other
grorutds, 856 S.W.2d 184 (Tex.Crim.App. 1993). The statute exempts work product "of counsel in the case"
andfir investigatorsandflreirnofes or report. Police repol ts are not the reports or notes of prosecutors,
nor of the investigators under the agency of the Travis County District Attorney's office. Thus, this provlsion does not limit a trial court's discretion to order copies of police reports.
Also exempted from discovery are ' h i t t e n communications between the State or any of its agents or
representatives or employees." The police of the Austin Police Department ate employees of the City of
Austin; deputies under the Travis County Sheriff's Office are employees of Travis County. Thus, exemp
tion from discovery cannot be justified on the grounds that the police and deputies are state employees.
Nor ale patrohnen or deputies"representatives"of the State of Texas. They do not represent the State, but
enforce thelaws of the State. Thus, exemption from discovery cannot he justified on the grounds that the
police and deputies are State representatives. When police search or seize, they do so as agents of the State.
Police routinely memorialize their actions, observations and statements in reports. Thus, the question
arises whether these reports are "con~munications"wlthin the meaning of the statute.
If"conimunicationsn under the statute is interpreted to include police reports, then this broad definition would negate virtually every othel discoverableitem under the statute. See State lr Hardy, 963 S.W.2d
516, 520 (Tex.Crim.App. 1997)f"In analyzing the language of a statute, we assume that every word has
been used for a purpose and that each word, phrase, clause, and sentence should be given effect if reasonably possible,"); Tex. Gov't. Code $311.026 (West 2000). The structure of the statute gives t~ialcourts the
power to order discovel y of a~ty"docutnents,papers, books, accounts, letters [and] photographs:' so long
as they "contain evidence material to any matter involw~edin the action and which are in the possession,
custody or control of the State or any of its agencies." All of these materials -documents, papers, letters
-are meant to he read, and thereby communicated. If "conimunications"extendsto police reports, then
the exception swvallowvs tbis general rule of discovery and violates fundamental rules of statutory construction. However, there is a construction of this statute wvhich avoids both these pitfalls.
When policenlen write theit reports, they are meant for the writer hilnself and perhaps his superiors.
Theyaie also surely meant to be read by the piosecntion so that proper pleadings maybe draftedand filed,
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Under the broadest, rule-swallowing definition,police reports would be excluded from discovery as they
constitute a form of "communication." However, the qualifying word "between" indicates something different from police reports. Communications behveen agents would indnde memorandums and the like,
in essence, any exchange of information between agents. If "communicationd'is interpreted in this way,
the trial court has no authority under this article to order disclosure of interagency commw~ications,but
may nevertheless order disclosure of routine police reports.
This distinction is precisely the interpretation the Court of Criminal Appeals gave to "work product"
referenced in the statute as %ummaries of the evidence or discussions about the offense" prepared for the
irifenrnl use of law enforcement agencies or prosecutors. See Qninones tr State, 592 S.W.2d 993, 940
(Tex.Crim.App. 1980); I.Vasltingtot~v. State, 856 S.W.2d 184, 187-188 (Tex.Crim.App, 1993). The same
distinction is made in the Open Records Act. Section 552.108(a)(3) of the Government Code exempts
from disclosure information "prepared by an attorney representing the state in anticipation of or in the
course of preparing for criminal litigation? or which "reflectsthe mental impressions or legal reasoning of
an attorney representing the state:' These are the attorney work product provisions. Section 552.108(b)
exempts undw certain conditions disclosureof anXinternalrecord or notation of a law enforcement agency
or prosecutor that is maintained for internal use in matters relating to law enforcement or prosecution."
This latter provision is a sort of work product privilege whichincludes the police agency. The Defendant in
this case is not seeking discovery of 'any documents intended for the internal use of the District Attorney's
oftice or any law enforcement agencies. Instead, the Defendant seeks photocopies of the police reports
associated with this case.
Good Cause Why Photacopies Should be Ordered
Discovery in Travis County in felony criminal cases currently requires defense counsel to sit down and
write out offense reports which could he easily reproduced by a device invented and perfected it1 the last
centuly, commonly known as a photocopier. The tedium of hand-writing out routine offense reports requires the Travis County to pay court-appointed lawyers for the time and effort associated with a lengthy
discovery taskwhich could be completed within minutes. A more efficient system for discoveryis already
available as a mode1 for the District Attorney's office right here in Travis County. For quite some time, the
Travis CountyAttorney's office has agreed to the photocopying not only of offense reports and witness
statements, but videotapes as well. This system can be easily reproduced by the District Attorney's office. If
this Court will order the prosecution to permit using the copier only afew feet away from the courtloom in
the judicial halhvay, there can be a speedier disposition to this case.
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Defendant respectfully prays this Motion be in all things
granted.
Respectfully submitted,

AUSTIN LAWYER
Attorney at Law
502B Hand Cramp Avenue
Austin,Texas 78701
SEN# 0333333
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: By affixing my signature above, I hereby certify that a true and correct
copy of the foregoing Motion for Production of Offeme Reports, Pl~otogrphs,Witness Statements m ~ dLnb
Reports has been personally delivered to the Travis County District Attorney's Office and the Court on this
day,

NO. 4868
STATE OF TEXAS

9

IN THE DISTRICT COURT

§

VS.

5

331" JUDICIAL DISTRICT

4
FELONY DEFENDANT

TRAVIS COUNTY, TEXAS

§

ORDER
On this d a y of
.2002, the Defendant's Motioir ForProrltrctio~t
of Offeense Reports was presented to the Court. Upon consideration, the motion is hereby (GRANTED as
above indicated) (DENIED as above indicated, to which acfion of the Court the Defendant duly excepts).
The prosecution is ordered to tender the offense reports, the defendant's statements, and any or
all laboratory reports to defense counsellmmediately for the purpose of copyingsuch reports in the copier
located just outside this Court's chambm.
The prosecution is also ordered to tender any and all photographs developed by the police as part
of the investigation of this case to defense counsel immediately for the purpose of copying such photographs in a color copier designed or equipped for the reproduction of color photographs. Videotapes, if
any, are included within this order.

SIGNED AND ENTERED this

day of

,2002.

JUDGE PRESIDING
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oping with the narrow scope of
Tex.C.Crim.P. Art. 39.14 can be frustrating for the criminal defense lawyer in
Texas. This is especiallytrue when defense
counsel is faced with the policies of some
district attorneys that only allow counsel
to take notes fsom the district attorney's file. Although Article 39.14 gives the trial court the discretion to permit the
"inspection and copying" of designated documents, this
relief is not always granted.
It is easy to become resigned to the limitations imposed
by the Texas criminal discoveryrules and assume that Texas
is just like any other state in the Union when it comes to
finding out what evidence the state has in support of the
indictment returned against your client. I have the good
fortune to have practiced criminal law in both Texas and
Kentucky. The experiences have given me the opportunity
to compare the two systems.
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Discovery in Kentucky

Bill of Particulars

When most people thinkabout the Commonwealth of Kentucky what oftencomes to mind are tobacco farms, race horses,
bourbon whiskey and the stereotypical familial relations that
violate customarynorms. Kentucky is indeed a beautiful state
and one that is not nearly as backward as many might believe.
Kentucky, to its credit, has dereloped a fairly progressive
criminaljusticesystem. Since 1973,Kentuckyhas had afuU time
public defendel system that not only provides full time employment to many lawyers, but also significantly involves lawyers from the private defense bar. Since 1991, the execution of
those impaired by mental retardation has been banned, the state
has a two-pronged insanity statute that includes the volitional
test (conform oue's conduct to the requirement of the law) as
well as the single cognitive (right from wrong) test found in
the Texas statute. Kentucky has enacted a Guilty But Mentally
IU statute, provides for Life Without Parole in capital cases,
does not allow the use of un-adjudicated offenses at punishment and strictly limits the ability of the state to impeach a
testifyingdefendantwith p ~ i o convictions.
r
Criminal defense lawyers also enjoy fairly liberal rules of
discovery in criminal cases. The actual use of the rules vary
little from county to county. The purpose of this paper is to
acquaint the reader with the discovery rules in Kentucky. I am
sure that the reader will be very familiir with the way in which
Tex.C.Crim.Proc. 39.14 isimplemented inher part ofthestate.
Accordingly, a detailedcomparison of the ruleswill not be uudertaken. The paper will designate the area of discovery, cite
the applicable rule, summarize its content and then describe
how the rule is actually used in the day-to-daypractice of ~ e p resenting a client accused of a crime

The Rule
RCr 6.22 The Motion for Bill of Particulars is a defensemotion asking the court to order the prosecution to adequately
identify the offense charged. The Bill of Particulars should (1)
inform the defendant of the nature of the charge with sufficient precision to enable adequate trial preparation and (2) to
avoid or minimize surprise and enable the defendant to plead
doublejeopardy in any subsequent proceeding. Sussrr~nnv. Cone
r~ro~ru~enlfh,
610 S.W.2d 608 (Ky 1980) and Fir~sclrI,. Conrnrow
wenltlr,419S.W,2d 146 (Ky. 1967).

Grand JuryTranscripts
The Rule
Kentucky Criminal Rule RCr 5.16 provides that4'..any person indicted by the grand jury shaU have a light to procure a
transcript of any stenographic report or a duplicate of any
mechanical recording relating to his or her indictment or any
part thereof upon payment of its reasonable cost.''

The Practice
Technically, the Motion for Bill of Particulars is not considered to be a discovery motion in that it inquires about what the
indictment is charging, rather than what evidence will be used
to support the charge. However, in practice, the Bill often provides excellent insights into the Commonwealth's theory of
prosecution. An additional advantage is that when the Commonwealth responds, it is committed to what it alleges in the
Bill of Particulars. A failure to prove an essential fact that is set
out in the Bill may be grounds for a directedverdict or instruction on a lesser inc1uded offense.
Set out below is aportion of a Motion for Billof Particulars
that was filed in a capital case in a rural Kentucky county. The
Mot~onfirst contained references to both the stateand federal
constitutions as well as the allegations necessary to obtain the
Bill.

THE PARTICULARS SOUGHT AS TO EACH
COUNT AREAS FOLLOWS:
As to Count I:
The Indictment Charges: That on or about the 17th day of
January, 1995, in Hart County, Kentucky, Debra Talbott and
Gerald Talbott connnitted the offense of Murder by intentionally causing the death of Christina Marie Poper.

Please Provide:
a) a detailed desc~iptronof the exact date, time and place
where Christina Marie Paper's death was allegedly caused;
b) the identity of any witness to any of the acts alleged;
The Practice
C) a detailed statement of the evidence the Comn~onwealth
All grand jury testimony is recorded, usually by someone intends to present to show how this Defendant caused the death
who works f o ~the prosecutor (Con~monwealthAttorney). Du- of Christina Marie Poper, including a description ofwhat acts,
plicate tapes of the testimony are provided to defense counsel or what conduct of this Defendant, caused the death of Chrisat arraignment or shortly thereafter. Some prosecutors will have tina Marie Poper;
d] a statement as to the unlawful or culpable mental state
the tapes transcribed, andalthough this is convenient for defense counsel, most defenselawyers prefer the tapes so that the attributed to this Defendant and a detailed description of the
dynan~icsof the "live" testimony can be evaluated and "unin- evidence the prosecution plans to introduce to prove the altentional"enors in transcription can be avoided.If the client is leged unlawful mental state of the Defendant;
e) a statement of the evidence the plosecution intends to
indigent, there is no charge for the tapes. If the accused could
present to show that this Defendant's conscious objective was
afford ietained counsel, then a small charge would be made.
RCr 6.22 requires that the names of anyone who testified to cause the death of Christina Marie Poper;
before the grand jury be noted on the indictment. Counsel could
f) a statement as to the evidence the prosecution bas that
then makesure that the tape recordingcontained the testin~ony shows the absence of extreme en~otionaldisturbance on the
of everyone who was noted on the indictment.
part of this Defendant.
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TheMotionfor BillofParticularsisavaluabletoolandserves
a purpose that is similar to interrogatories in a civil case. Prosecutorswill often objectto being required to provide the information, but it was routine for a mation, that was both reasonable andrelwant, to be granted. The CommonwealthAttorney
would often provide as little inforn~ationas possible in the Bill
of Particulars, understanding that he was bound by the responses.
The Motion for Bill of Particulars had another advantage in
that the process ibrced me to closely read the language of the
indictment.A thoroughmotion helped to identify thelegal and
factual strengths and weaknessesin the Commonwealth's case,
even before the motion was heatd. I understood the case better, just by drafting the motion.

preme Court decision in Kyles v. Wtitley, 514 US. 419 (1995).
The letter was divected to any entity that might have information relative to the case. This request was often ignored by law
enforcement, but counsel would occasionally get a response
'om a state police lab, Child Protective Services or other state
agency. Even if no respousewas forthcoming,a sbowing of reasonablenesswas made easier when counsel could show that she
tried to get theinformationinformally,hutwas rebuffed. "Judge,
the requested discovery is material to our defense and I have
tried to obtain it informally.However, mnch to my dismay, this
reasonable and informal request was unreasonably denied by
the state, county or local agency that possesses the information
and now I need assistance from this Court."

Mand~toryDiscovery

Reciprocal Discovery

Kentucky's"general'diicovery statute addressedmandatory
discovery, discretionary discovery and reciprocal discovery.
The Rule
RCr 7.24(1) provided that upon written request (no motion required, a letter will do) the CommonwealthSHALL disclose the substance of any oml incriminatingstatement known
to have been made to any wituess and to allow the inspection
and copying of any written statements. The prosecution was
also required to provide results or reports of physical or mental
examinations and scientific tests or experiments made in connection with the case.
The next section, RCr 7.24(2) required a motion and the
granting of relief was discretionary. The rule provided that the
court MAY order the Commonwealth to permit the inspection
and copying of books, papers, documents or tangible objects
that were in the possession, custody or control of the Commonwealth if the requested items were relevant to the defense
and the request itself was reasonable.
The items that were discoverable specificallymduded"0fficia1 police reports'; hut excluded memos created during the
investigation or statements of witnesses, other thau the defendant. The witness statements are discoverable under RCr
7.26.

The Rule
RCr 7.24(3) provides that if the defense receives the mandatory or discretionarydiscowrythen the Commonwealthmust
be provided with those items that are covered by the rule and
which the defense intends to offer at trial,

The Practice
It was common for courts to have a "standard discovery order'' that tracked the language of both the mandatory and the
discretionary language of RCr 7.24 (1) and (2). The trial judge
wouldsign the order at arraignment and defensecounselwould
receive the basic discovery without having to ask for it. The
standard p~acticewas for defense counsel to receive at some
time, prior to trial, (1) the grand jury tape, (2) all offense repol ts, (3) all witness statements and (4) anything else that the
prosecution intended to offer into evidence.
What do I need that has not already been provided? Counsel has to show that the requested items are material, that the
request is reasonable and the items must he in the possession,
custody and conttol of the Commonwealth.
Counsel may try to obtain the discovery on their own from
the state agency that generated the documents. It was common to use a "Kyles Letter" inspired by the United States Su24 VOICE FOR THE DEFENSE
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The Practice
There is much hand-wringingamong the defense bar about
counsel having to provide 'eciprocal discove~y. Naturally, the
defense wants to prevent the prosecution from knowing anything about the defensive theoryprior to trial. From a practical
standpoint,however, the defense usually haslittle to offer in the
way of reciprocal discovery and it is rare that the state does not
have some idea as to what the defense is going to be anyway.
The whole notion of reciprocal discovery also forces counsel to think ahout trial strategy early in the process. What do I
really want to offer into evidence? Will the Commomvealth's
advance knowledge of the evidence neutralize its value? What
otherways can I get the same information before the jury without the use of the documents in question?
The most serious problem associated with reciprocal discovery is counsel's failure to comply with the rule with therewlt that theevidence will not headmitted into evidence. Then
counsel must develop alternative means, if possible, of getting
the excluded evidence before the jury.

Notice of Expert Testimony
The Rule
RCr 7.24(B)(i) provides that if the Defendant intends to offer expert testimony relating to a mental disease or defect or
any other mental condition of the accused bearing upon the
issue of her or her gnilt, 20 days notice, prio~to trial, must be
given to the prosecution.
The Commonwealthran ask for an examination by its own
expert. Nothing that IS said to the expert by theaccused during
the examination can he used against him at trial. The expert
cannot testify about any of the statements of the accused, nor
anything that is deemed to be the fruit of any statement, unless
it is directly related to the mental status on which the Defendant has offered testimony.

rules of criminal discovery in the state are very limiting. When
The Practice
It is important to note that this rule requires notice of in- combinedwith the "no copy"poliq that is seenin many countent to offer guiltlinnocence related evidence. It does not say ties, the impairment of counsel's ability to represent her client
anything about mitigating evidence that will be offeredduring can be significant. The extent of thelimitations is most evident
the penalty phase of a trial. This rule is similar to the Texas when the Texas ruIes are compared to other states that have a
procedure that is found in Lagrotre v. Stnte, 942 S.W. 2d 602 less antagonistic attitude toward the defense function. Effec(Tex. Crim. App. 1997). However, the Kentucky rule is more tive representation is made more difficult by the rulings of the
narrow and certainly poses less of a threat to the accused than highest criminal court in the state. This court was described in
the "limited waiver of the 5'hAmeudment'' that is outlined in a recent editorialin the Austin Anrericnn-Statestnatt as6:.an appeals court that torturesremn to upholdconvictions."WereguLagrone and subsequent cases that rely on the rationale.
lady see proof of that fact.
If the criminal defense lawyer in Texas feels that theCdeckis
Discovery of Statements of Witnesses
stacked" against the accused's and counsel's right to be treated
The Rule
RCr 7.26 required the Commonwealth to provide to defense fairly during the process, thatfeelingwould be a c r e . Howcounsel, not less than 48 hours prior to trial, any witness state- ever, thelawyer should always he on the lookout for ways that
ments that relate to a witnesses testimony and which has been the playing field can be leveled for the accused. One approach
(a) signed or initialed by the witness or (b) purports to be a would be for the State of Texas to adopt a more progressive
attitude toward discovery in criminal prosecutions. The prossubstantially verbatim statement made by the witness.
ecutors, and most likely the judges, will resist any change. Regardless, the legislature will soon be meeting and now may be
The Practice
Although the prosecution does not have to provide witness the time to push for an overhaul of the criminal discoveryprostatements more than forty-eight (48) hours before trial, the cess in Texas. &
customary practice was for defense counsel to receive the witJolrirNilnrdgrahated front the University of Terns Lnw School
ness statements along with the rest of the discovery, weell in adbr 1971.He began hispractice irr El Pam where heservedaspresivauce of trial. This rule and practice are certainly preferable to
i n fwas
i 0 1chosen
l.
El
rlewt of the El Paso ~ ~ 1 i g L a 1 . ~ ~ r s A ~ s o cHe
the limited scope of 615(a) of the Texas Rules of Evidence.
PRsds Outstatrditrg Young Lawyer irt 1977. He practiced law itr
Kentucky has no general rule allowing for either the defense
Kentttckyfiom 1992 trntilMay 2000 during which tinre hesuperor prosecution to discover the names ofwitnesses that will he
vised contract public defetrders in more than 70 counties for
called at trial. Naturally, "transaction witnesses" are dicoverKentucky's Departttrerrt of PttblicAdvocacy (DPA). He cttrrelrtly
able.
is the director of the Terns Defender Service's Capital Trial Project
atid constilts with latvyers wlro are defettrljngcpital cases.

Continuing Duty to Disclose
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The Rule
RCr 7.24(8) places an afirmative and continuing duty to
provide discovery of which a party becomes aware. If failure to
comply is found, the court can order the discovery to he provided, granta wntinuance,or prohibit the offendingparty from
offering the evidence at trial.
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The Practice
This rule usually worked to the advantage of the defense as
more often than not it was the Commonwealth that was trying
to offer evidence that had not been provided to the defense. It
was the better defense practice to draH a "Receipt f o ~Discovery" in capital cases in which large volun~esof discovery were
received from the prosecution. The receipt would detail each
item of discovery and when it was received. The admonition
was added that if the Commonwealthdid not object to thescope
of the "receipt': then it was deemed to be complete and accurate. This procedure cut down on the ability of the prosecutor
to resort to the usual lament "Judge, we have already given that
to them!"
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Judges Mav Not
Double Dip
(or Why a ~ e ~ d Probation
a r
Following an Adjudication
of ~ e f e r r e d
Adjudication ~ a Not
y Extend Community
Supervision Beyond the Statutory Maximum)

T

by Greg Gladden

here appears to be a con~monmisconceptionaround the state of Texas that the state can legally
adjudicate a person guilty, at the end of the maxinnnn period for deferred adjudication, and then
place a defendant on"regular probation7'for a second maxi~nun~
period of time for the same offense.
The justification for this double dipping is based primarily on the cases of Dwzn v. State.' Both of
these cases involved defendants whose cases were adjudicated plior to the 1993legislative overhaul
of the TEXAS
CODEOF CRIMINAL
PROCEDURE
ARTICLE42.12. Though I have p~esentedthe following
research to judges around the state of Texas, my success, on a case-by-case basis, has denied me the
opportunity to have an appellate court confirm the illegality of this judicial double dipping. The
prosecutors involved, although willing to appeal such rulings, do not seem to have the legislative
authority to prosecute such an appeal.
Some judges have gone so far as to stack ten years regular probation on a nearly con~pletedten
years defe~redadjudication, and then revoke the defendant after nearly twenty years on community
supervision. The statutory maximum felony period of community supervision is ten years.
This article seeks to correct the misconception, and in so doing ~elievemany Texans from the
burden of years of illegal community supervision, and regain freedom from prison or jail for those
who have had their community supervision zevoked, long after it has been legislativelyterminated.
What follows is a typical case-in-point and the legal research necessary to secure your client's
fieedom, or if you are a judge, explain the misconception. In April of 1997, Sally was placed on two
years Class B misdemeanor deferred adjudication community supervision. In March of 1999,Sally's
deferred adjudication was modified and the court added one additional year. This combined for a
total of three yeals of connnunity supervision on her deferred adjudication. In January of 2000,
Sally was again brought before the court. The court adjudicated her guilty and sentenced SalQ to
two additional years community supel vision on regular probation. Sally now faces the State's Motion to Revoke Probation, four and one-half years after her o~iginalagreed plea.
Deferled adjudication is community supervision. In 1993, the Legislature amendedTCCP
42.12 to make '>robation" and "deferred adjudication" a single program for the pulposes of the
TEXAS
CODEOF CRI~IINAL
PROCEDUR~?
In 1997, at the time of Snlly'splea, the TEAAS
CODEOP CRIMINAL
PROCEDUE
stated in clear language that under no circnmstance shall community snpel vision exceed
three years for any misdaneanor offense that occuned prior to September of 1997 (five years after
September 1,1997).' Because of the judge's double dipping and"stacking" regular plobation on top
of her deferredadjudication, Sally has selved well ovel the three-year statutory maximum.
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tinuum of programs and sanctions for a specified
This issue was visited in Dawn, based on the T ~ X A
CODE
S OF
period of time during which (1) criminal proceedCRIMINAL
PROCEDUKE
prior to the 1993amendment.' Dutrn was
ings would he deferred without an adjudication of
decided after the amendment, but was adjudicated before 1993
guilt or (2) the sentence would he suspended in
and thus the amendment did not applys D~irtn'sargumentwas
whole or in part," (emphasrs added)
that the court could not stack deferred adjudication and probation beyond the 10-year maximum period described in ArIn clear language the Bill conlhined both regular commuticle42.12 Section 3.' The court held that one couldalgue that
the statutory maximum"applies to both deferred adjudication nity supervision and deferred adjudication community superand adjudicated probation as it empowers trial courts to grant vision under a single term"community supervision."
TheHouse Research Organization's analysis states,"For misprobation'after conviction' (arguably adjudicated cases) or after 'a plea of guilty or nolo contendere' (arguably deferred ad- demeanors, the maximum [period of comnunitysupervision]
judication cases).'" However, the court held that because the would be two yeark (the final hill was amended to three years).
statute discusses the "punishment assessed against the defen- The Analysis does not distinguish between regular probation
dant: the statute did not apply to deferred adjudicat~onbe- and deferred adjudication. On the contrary, the analysis of the
majority's intent is to combine the two tenns. The opponents
causeC'nosentence is asse~sed?~
Post- 1993 cases are different. The statute has now been of S.B. 1067were concerned that"community supervision also
between deferred adjudication and
amended. The Legislature omitted any reference to "punish- would 61rrr the distirtctio~~
ment assessed against the defendant."' The court's argument probation." (emphasis added). In the end, not one vote was cast
against the passage of S.B. 1067.
in Dumr no longer applies.
Both the House Research Organization and the Criminal
SnllvS "community. supervision"
was
terminated
automaticaUy aFter three years and has consisted of both regular com- Jurisprudence Committee analyzed S.B. 1067 and found that
munity supervision and deferred adjudication community su- the legislative intent was to create a single program labeled
pervision. In 1993, thelegislature decided to call both "proba- "m~nmunitysupervision"by combiningprobational~ddeferred
tion"andKdeferredadjudicatio~l""commi~nitysupervision"byadjudication for the purposes ofsenteucing. When the TWS
PKOCPOURE
puts maximum periods on comCone OF CRIMINAL
the passing of S.B. 1067.
The CriminalJurisprudenceCommittee'sBillAnalysis 0fS.B. munity supervision, the Legislative meant both regular com1067discusses the amendment andits purpose. First, the com- u~unitysupervision and deferred adjudication community sumittee statesCprobationlaw is also rewritten to make more ra- pervisioncomhined. TheLegislatureintended that themthreetional the options available to a judge ...[and] sentencing op- yearmaxin~um"placedon communitysupervisioninclude both
tions for misdemeanants in Chapters 42 and 43 of the Thus regular co~nmunitysnpervisionand deferred adjudication comOF CRIAIINAL
PROCEDURE
are clarified." The committee de- munitysupervision.
CODE
That the statutory maximum applies to both deferred adjutermined that the replacing of terms"p~obation"and"deferred
adjudication"with"community supervisiou"clarifiedthecode. dication community supervision and regular community suIn Artide 4, Section 4, deferled adjudication is defined as com- pervision is clear. The Legislature has omitted the language
munity supervision. In Section 22 of the same article entitled '$unishment assessed against the defendant" and now defines
Under Art. 42.12 §3(c),'the
"Continuation or Modification," the Committee explains"Sub- both as "con~munitysupervision."
section (b) aUows the judge to extend the period of commu- maximum period of communitysupervision in amisdemeanor
, up to three years for a misden~eanor...?The case is three years" for cases prior to September 1, 1997." FOI
nity supe~~ision.,
Committee chose not to separate regular community supervi- cases after September 1, 1997, the maximum misdemeauo~
sion and deferred adjudication community supervision for the community supervision has increased to five years." &
purposes of continuation or modification. On the contrary,
Endnotes
the purpose of S.B. 1067 was to combine the two under the
I Durrn v. Stntr.997 S.\V.Zd 885 (Tex App.-\\'am 1999) and Davis v.
single program of "community supervision" for purposes of
Sfnre,968 S.W.2d 368,371 (T~Y.
Crrnl App. 1998)
Article 42.12,sentenung, and continuation. Thus making more
2 Tex. Code Crim. Prac.Art. 42.12 5 2(A)
rational the options available to a Judge.
3 Tex. Code Crim. Prac.Art.42.12 §3(A)
4 997 S.\V.Zd 885 (Tex, App- \\'KO 1998).
TheHouse Research Organization's Billhalysis of S.B. 1067
5 Id at 888.
is even more clear. The Legislature's intentwas to make regular
6 Id.
conunnnity supervision and deferred adjudicationconununity
7 Jd.
supervision one single program for the purpose of senteucing
8 Jd (citingDawr v. Sfate,968 S \V2d 368,371 (Tex. Crim.App. 1998).
PROCEDURE.
The committee
under the TBXAS
CODEOF CRIAIINAL
9 Tex.Code. Crim. Pror. Art.42.12 93(4.
10 Ter. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 42.12 822(c)
directly states:
I1 Tex. CodeCrim. Proc.Art.42.12 $3(d)

CSSB 1067 would amend the Code of Criminal
Procedure to replnce the concepts ~Jprobafionarid
clefrred ndjud2ation wit11a sbrgleprogrant of coino~~~tlitys~rpet
vision. The term would apply to the
court's placement of a defendant under a con-

Gre~Gladrlaois if~privntepracticei~l
Hot~ston,Texas. He isBoard
Certified in Crinlittal Lnw by the Texas B o d oflegid Specid
ization. He has served as President of the Anrerican Civil Liberties Union of Texas since April 1998.
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Reciprocal Discovery:
Leveling the Playing Field
by Andrea Keilen

LA

epresenting a person accused of
a crime is often a challenging
assignment.
The criminal defendant's limited right to
discovery presents the Texas lawyer with the
difficult task of representing their clients
without the bedfit of knowing all the facts.
All of us who have tried criminal cases know
that having a good command of the facts is
essential for success, whether that comes in
the form of an acquittal, lesser included offense or reduced sentence. Having been a
public defender in Colorado and Arizona,
I've experienced the good and bad about reciprocal discovery provisions. There is great
debate and concern among defense lawyers
regarding reciprocal discovery. Understandably, defense lawyers don't want to hand over
their evidence or witnesses to the same
people who want to imprison or kill their
client. My experiencehas been that reciprocal discovery is not as scary as it seems for
criminal defendants and I would advocate a
system comparable to that in Arizona over
the extremely limited right to discovery that
exists in Texas.

In Arizona, crimin.iI defendants have the benefit of very attornefs file must he completely opened to the prosecutor in
broad discovery rules. Arizona sets forth its discovery rules in recip~ocaldiscovery states is a myth. The practical reality is
Rule 15 of the Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedure. Arizona, that, in most cases, there is not much which is subject to
specifically Maricopa County (Phoenix), has strict rules and disclosure. It would be the exception, not the rule, that the
policies regarding speedy trial,continuancesandplea offerdead- state would not have some clue about the theory of defense.
lines. For those reasons, judges take discovery matters seliously With some exceptions, such as alibi cases, one would expect to
and often impose sanctions, set forth by statute, for violations.
find most witnesses calledbythe defense to belistedsomewhere
in thepolicereports.Thus, if a witness has been noticedhy the
Disclosure by the State:
state, the defense is not required to disclose statements made
Arizona Rule of Criminal Procedure 15.1 sets forth the state's to the defense by that witness.
Alongwithstandardprovisio~lsi~quiringdefendant
toproduty to disclosure information to the defense. The language is
mandatory ("shall make available") and no motion or request vide physical evidence, including blood samples, handwriting
for discovery from the defense is required. Within 30 days of exemplars and fingerprints, the rules require the defendant to
arraignment, the state must provide the names and addresses file a notice of defenses. In the notice of defenses, the defenof all persons whom the prosecutor will call as witnesses in the dant tnust list any defensehe MAY raise at trial. The disclosure
case-in-chief, including experts, together with their relevant requirement goes considerably beyond listing "affirmative dewritten or recorded statements, all statements of the defendant fenses:' but is limited to matters which the defendant will inandco-defendant,allpolice reports preparedin connecrionwith troduce into evidenceduring the defense case. The defense can
the case, a list of all pqers, documents, photographs or tan- always argue deficiencies in the state's case (not requiring the
gible objects which the prosecutor will use at trial or ~vhich presentation of defense evidence) without prior notice. Under
were obtained from or purportedly belong to the defendant, a Rule 15.4(c), the defendant is not ~equiredto raise at trial all
list of ail prior felony convictions and all prior acts of the de- defenses notedin the"notice"andno comment will beallowed
fendant which the prosecutor will use at trial. They must also on his failure to do so.Although there is a requirement that the
provide all material or information which tends to mitigate or list be prepared in good faith (i.e. you can't list an alibi defense
negate the defendant's guilt as to the offense charged, or which if you know you won't he presenting one at trial), there is no
would tend to reduce the defendant's punishment therefo~rand requirement that the defendant elect between the defenses choany then existing 91 1 calls and radio transmissions between sen.
law enforcement personnel relevant to the case. The state has
With the notice of defenses, the defendant must makeavailadditional duties to disclose evidence regarding "collateral" able to the prosecution, alist of witnesses he or she intends to
matters, including search warrants and the presence of an in- call at t~ial,togetherwith statements made by themin connecformant, rebuttal witnesses and statements, aud punishment tion with the case. This means witnesses different fmm the
phase evidence in capital cases.
state's list of witnesses. The fundamental purpose behind reThe prosecutor7sobligation under this rule extends to ma- ciprocal discovery is to avoid trialby ambush. The state cannot
terial and iuformation in the possession or control ofthe pros- argue that they wereamhushed by the defense calling a witness
ecutor, his staff, any law enforcement agency participating in who they themselves endorsed.
the investigation or anyone else involved in the investigation
Required disclosure includes the names and addresses of
actihg under the p~osecutor'sdirection or control. It is no ex- experts whom the defendant will roll nt trinl,together with the
cuse for non-disclosure that the prosecutor did not know a results of the defendant's physical examinations and of scienpolice report existed.
tific tests, experiments or comparisons, including all written
Because Grand Jury proceedings are recorded, these state- reports and statements, made by them in connection with the
ments must also be disclosed to the defense. Usually, they are particular case. The defense must also plnvide a list of all pain the form of a tape-recording, which the defense can then pers, documents,phntographs and other tangible objectswhich
transcribe.
the defendant will use at trial. Disclosure shall not be required
Because of the shol t time frame given to the state, the pros- of workproductmaterials,includinglegalresearch or ofrecards,
ecutor typically lists each and every witness contained in the correspondence, reports or memoranda to the extent that they
police report without determining if they will actually call that contain the opinions of defense counsel or defense investigators.
witness at trial. The defense canuse this toitsadvantage.Either
Interviews and Depositions:
the defense can file a motion calling the state to file a reali'good
faith" list of witnesses or the defense can rely on the list subArizona also requires that each side have the opportunity to
mitted in making the defense witness endorsement. There is interview the opponent's witnesses before trial. The statemust
no need For the defense to endorse witnesses contained on the make their witnesses available for a defense interview, inc111dstate's list, as there can be no legitimate argument of surprise ingpolice oficers ond experts. Although the witnesses must be
should the defense call that witness at trial.
made available by the state, there is no requirement that the
defense go through the prosecutor to conduct the interview.
Disclosure by the Defense:
Either party may seek avoluntary interviewwith a witness and
Arizona Rule of Crimiual P~ocedure15.2 defines the scope of prosecutors may not ethicallyadviseawitness not to cooperate
the defendant's duty to disclose.The perception that the defense with the defense. The defense attorney or investigator may inNovember 2002 VDICE FOR THE DEFENSE 29

tions. First,Arizona has strict rulespr ohibiting thedefeusefrom
contacting the victim in the case and some members of the
victim's family. The defense may, through the prosecutor, request an interview,but the victim has the right to decline. Second, police officers typically have a "policy" requiring that interviews be scheduled through the prosecutor's ofice.
Non-victim lay witnesses, including eyewitnesses, alternate
suspects, unindicted co-conspirators and others endorsed by
the state, can be contacted and interviewed by the defense with
or without the prosecutor. Statements made d u h g those interviews are not subject to the defendant's initial duty to disclose as the witness was endorsed by the state. Should the defendant use these statements to impeach a witness, the statements may become discoverable at the time of their rise.
Interviews are wonderful tools, allowing for the defense to
he aware of the all the facts wvliich will be presented at trial. Not
only will the defense have any report made by a particular officer or witness, but they can have a transcribed interview as
well. Discovering prior inconsistent statements or omissions
by police officers is crucial to effective c~ossexamination. 111terviewinglaywitnesses and comparingthe interview with their
earlier statement is essential to impeachment. Should a witness
not coniply with the request for an intenriew, his deposition
may be compelled. Should they fail to appear for the deposition or otherwise continue to be unavailable for an interview,
the court may preclude their testimony at trial.

of cases in post-conviction proceedings in which claims are
made that the state secreted exculpatory evidence, an event
much less likely in broad discovery states,
In my experience,thep~osof broad discoveryrules outnumber the cons. Despite the fact that the defense has additional
obligations imposed inreciprocaldiscovery states, there areways
to outwork the prosecutor and gain the enormous advantage
of being better prepared than the state. The defense attorney
must be the one in the courtroom perceived by the jury as having command of the facts.Without that, how can the jury trust
us? If they don't trust us, why would they listen to us?
Tmas criminal defense lawyers are justified in feeling that
their job is an uphill battle. Public sentiment and politician
rhetoric about the Texas criminal justice system often ~eflects
the lack of respect for the role of the defense attorney in eliminal cases. Protectingthe rights of the accused and safeguarding
the fairness of the process have been sacrificed for speed, high
conviction rates and a public relations image that Texas is tough
on crime. The 2003 legislativesession plesents an opportunity
for discussion of the discovery rules in Texas. Perhaps it's time
for change.

Andrea Keilerl gradnated the UniversityofDewei College of Low
in May 1993. She is licensed ia Colorado, Arizorrn and Tewos.
After n p r in a criminal deJet,sefirnr,shespent threeyears as a
deptrfypnbticrlefender in Colorado>handlingallphmes ofcourt
proce@di11gsfioinpretrinIrnatiorrs to appeals She then spent three
Conclusion:
and n lrnlfymrs rrs n trial deprrtyfor the Ofice of the Legal DeThe degree to which Texaslimits defendant discovery is most fender, handling seriotcrfclorry and lronricrde cases, both apital
clear when Texas rules are compared with those of other states and aotr-cnpitnl. She hns extensive litigation experience, irrcludlike Arizona. Sto~iesof defense attorneys in windowless rooms inig~irotioiispracti~e,
jnry trials, nndpost-conviction telief: She is
at the district attorney's oftice scribbling notes from police re- ctrrrent!y with the TexasDefirder Service, n non-profitfirm dediports and Prosecutors refusing requests to copy the leports are cated to inrprovinrg the qtmlity of representation to rlenth row brshocking and pervasive. Even more alarming ale the number
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FIFTH CIRCUIT
SPEEDY TRIAL RIGHTSVIOLATED: USA w GARDONA, NO. 01-20974 (8116102).
Defendant was indicted in 1995 and a warrant was issued. He was not arrested uutil5
years later even though he had been living under his real name, and had even had several
contacts with law enforcement. He filed a motion to dismiss, which was denied. Court
holds his right to speedy trial was denied, and orders dismissal of the indictment. Five year
delay created presumption of prejudice, which required speedy trial analysis. Government
failed to prove it was diligent in attempting to execute arrest warrant. Court also holds
presumption of prejudice intensifies over time, aud government did not rebut it. Defendant timely asserted his right to speedy trial when he was arrested, which is all he was
required to do.
SUFFICIENCYOF EVIDENCE: USA V, HANAFY, NO. 01- 10068 (8115102).
Defendant was convicted of trafficking in counterfeit goods and mislabeling them with
intent to defraud. He and his cohorts bought infant formula that had heen stolen, repackaged the individual cans into trays and resold them. District court overturned the jury
verdict of guilty, and Fifth Circuit affirms that ruliug. Court finds that goods were not
mislabeled, and rejects the ~easoningin civil prosecutions which would hold they were.
Formula was me~elypackaged,without altering the contents of the product, or the labeling.
Court also finds no misrepresentation, since there no information other than that contained on the original labels.
SUCCESSIVE PETITIONS: KUTZNER v. COCKRELL, NO. 02-20857 (817102).
Defendant, who had already fded one federal habeas petition, file& "Motion for DNA
Testing." Court treats the motion as a successive petition, and finds there is no basis for
filing a second petition. Coutt suggests that if defendant could establish that DNA testing
would prove his innocence,it may he proper, However, court notes the evidence would not
he conclusive since it would not conclusively establish that someone else committed the
offense. (Evidence was hair and nail scrapings)
AUTO THEFT HELD NOT A CRIME OFVIOLENCE: USA v. CHARLES, NO. 01-101 13
(7131/02) (En Banc).
This isasignificant decision,which conies from the court en Dnnc. Defendant pled guilty
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to possession of a firearm by a felon. The court enhanced his
sentence based on a finding that a prior conviction for automobile theft was a crime of violeuce. Court compares the definition of crime of violence in Q 4B1.2,U.S.S.G., with that in 18
U.S.C. Q 16,and finds that differingdetinitionshave"confiwedn
the issue. Section 16 encompasses the threat of pliysical force
against theperson or property ofanother,whileg 4B1.2,etq.,
encompasses threats against the person of another. There are
also other differences, such 5 16's focus on the risk of physical
force, while Q 4B1.2 focuses on the risk of physical injury. Section 16 also requires a "substantial I isk," whereas Q 401.2 requires a "serious potential risk." Because of these differences,
Court holdsthat 5 16 cases cannot heused in construingQ 4B1.2
cases, aud overrules several decisions which did so. Majority
goes on to hold that simple automobile theft is not a crime of
violence.
GRANT OF RELIEF REVERSED. SOFFAR v. COCKRELL,NO.
98-20385 (7129102).
Soffar was originally arrested fol auto theft. After stating that
he was involved in a mu~der,he was questioned about that offense. He was given Mirarlrla wrniugs several times, and provided some information about the murders. The investigator
concluded he had gotten as far as he could, and called another
officer who Soffar knew. Soffar asked the officer whether he
should continue talking, or obtain an attorney. He also asked
how he could get a lawyer, and the officer said he didu't know
what the local procedure was, and guessed that he could get
one in as little as a day, or it might take a month. In fact, the
officer knew that Houston had a 72 hour rule, which required
them to either release or charge him withiu that amonnt of
time. The District Court found the advice was misleading, and
granted relief. En B R ~ court
C
finds that the advice did not invalidate the warnings he previously received. Court also holds
that Soffar did not clearly iuvoke his rightto ~emainsilent, aild
calls into questiona prior holding which held that officers could
not use themguiseof clarificationas subterfuge for coercion or
intimidation."
COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
OPINIONS DENYING DNA TESTING:
MANDAMUS - DNA DEPENDANT NOT ENTITLED TO
TESTING AT HIS OWN EXPENSE: State v. JESSE JOE
PATRICK; Stnte ex. Rel. Bill Hill v. Hon. Karen Greene, Nos.
74,191 & 74,227, from Dallas County; Appeal Dismis8ed;State's
Mandamus co~iditionallygranted, 9/11/02. Opinion: Keller,
joined by M'omack, Keasler, & Hervey; Concurring opinion:
Hervey; Dissent: Cochran, joiued by Holcomb; Johnson dissents w/o opiuion; Meyers will file concurring opinion; Price
recused himself (he was trial judge).
Jesse Joe Patlick, the real party in interest, was convicted of
capital murder and seutenced to death. CCA affirmed his conviction andsentence. Patrick v. State, 90611481 (CCA 1995). In
May 2001, shortly after TCCP art. 64.01, et seq., became effec-

tive (411101), Patrick filed a Motion for DNA testing of a sperm
sample found inside the80-yr-old victim. (His stat~liahea~
had
been denied, and his federal habeas corpus action was pending
at the time.) The trial court conducted a hearing on 8/31/01,
and issuedan order 9/21/01, denyinga test at state expense, but
orderiug the State to release the sample because Patrick wanted
to have it tested AT HIS OWN EXPENSE. IVhiie testing had
already begun and was in progress at a private lab of Patrick's
choosing, the State filed this appeal and original mandamus
proceeding in the CCA,which granted leave to file, ordered the
sampleseized and transported to the DPS lab, where itremains.
The testing was not complete. Patrick was executed on September 17Ih.The State alleges that the trial court had no juris
dictiou to order the sample tested because the trial court found
Patrick did not qudifv
- .for the test under the statute.
HELD: The trial court had no jurisdiction to order DNA
teatinehecause Patrickdidnot qualiefor the testunder Cllavter.CCA first determinesthat the State has no authority to
appeal the trial court's order and the appeal is therefore dismissed.As to the mandamus, the Statemust show: (1) ithasno
adequate legal remedy; and (2) it has a clear and indisputable
right to the relief sought. (*XaWhendid this replace the trial
court's ministerialduty to act as the second prong? See Steantes
v. Clinton, 78011216 (CCA 1989),astveU as numerous prior and
subsequent cases.) CCA has alleadydecided no right to appeal
exists, therefore State has no other adequate remedy other that
a mandamus. CCA then decides that the trial court had no authority, after ruling that Patrick was not entitled to the DNA
test under Chapter 64, to make any other order in connection
with the DNA sample. No statute or anything eke, iududiug
inherent jurisdiction, authoiized the trial court to do anything
else afterit had denied the testing under the statute. In passiug,
CCA notes that the State and Patrick can agree to have the
sample tested at his own expense, but that it belongs to the
State, which is entitled to have it returned. CCA concludes the
State is entitled to a writ of mandamus orderiug the trial court
to vacate its order. Writ wiU issue only if trial court does not do
so. (The pluralityk opinion spends 4 of its 9 pages criticizing
the dissent.)
Dissent: Mandamus isappropriate onlywhen the trial court:
(I) violates a ministerial duty, or (2) commits a judicial act
which is so clearly wrong as to go beyond dispute. The majority is incorrect in stating that the trial court cited no statutory
or other authority f o ordering
~
the test. Patrick's motion under
Chapter 64, which, once invoked, provided jru isdictiou. Courts
have, in additiou to jurisdiction conferred hy constitution, statute, etc, "iuherent and implied powers which provide a much
broader foundation upon which to act? Awadelkariem, 97411
721 (CCA 1998), (Meyers, concul ring, citing Jolmon, 82111609
(CCA 1991),which cited Bicl~elbergeru Eicl~elberger,58211395
(Tex.Sup.Ct. 1979));Ex Parte Hrrglres, 166 Tex. 505, 12911270
(1939). The inteut of the legislature in enacting the statute was
to provide a statutory mechanism to free innocent people
through DNA testing.Itspurposewasto increase the trial court's
post-convictionjurisdiction and iucrease the judge's authority
to order testing. Noviolatiou of a ministerial act occurred,thus,
State's maudan~usshould he denied.
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II

APPELLANT FAILED TO MEETREQUIREMENTSOPDNA
STATUTE: RICHARD DINKINS v. State, No. 74,240, direct
appeal from Jefferson County; Relief Denied, 9/11/02; Ophion: Meyers, joined by Keller, Price, Johnson, Hervey, Holcomb
& Cochran; Womack & Keasler concurred w/o opinion.

length of the delay (2-l/a yrs, which turned into 4 yrs) was sufficient to trigger the other Barker factors; (2) the record is silent as to the reason for the delay, and the State produced no
reason for the continued delay (out of 22 resets, only one such
request was made by Appellant);(3) he adequately asserted his
rights (even though the first one was a bit tardy, he was persisAfter his appeal for capital murder was affirmed (Dinkiris v. tence thereafter); he suffered prejudice as a result (length of
State, 89411330- CCA 1995),he filed a motion for DNA testing delay itself supports an inference of actual prejudice, as did
under Chapter 64 of the TCCP, arguing identity was an issue, Appellant's testimony of direct economiccosts-lost wages -4
and a sample existed that had never been tested. During a hear- yrs worth of disruptions to his job, and weekly requirement to
ing, Appellant produced a report from an expert regarding report to the bond company). All four factors balance in favor
numerous bloody articles that had never been tested. District ofAppellant. The State did not even attempt to explain the decourt denied relief.
lay, or minimize the prejudice. Judgment is reversed and case is
HELD: Because Appellant failed to satisfythe requirements remanded to the trial court for entry of an acquittal.
of Chauter 64, the convictins court did not erroneouslv deny
his reauest for DNA testing. Under the statute, the Appellant STATE NEED NOT PRESENT PROOF TO JURY OF INTERmust establish, by a pteponderance of the evidence, that there VENING DWI: STEVENLOUIS WEAVER v. State, No. 2151isa reasonable probability that he would not have been pros- 01, State's PDR from Harris County; Reversed, 9/11/02; Ofecuted or convicted if exculpatory results had been obtained fense: DWI (felony); Sentence; 39 yrs; COA: Reversed (56111
throughDNAtesting. Here, Appellant did not make clear what 896 - Texarkana 2001); Opinion: Holcomb, joined by Keller,
evidence he wanted tested, and did not explain the discrepancy Meyers, Price, Womack, Keasler, Hervey & Cochran; Dissent:
between the expert's reportand hisoriginal motion, which only Johnson.
requested testing on a pair of jeans. He did not provide statements of fact to support his assertion that testingat the time of
Appellant was charged by an indictment with DWI, which
trial were not available, or facts in support of his claims. CCA also alleged he had been convicted of theoffense twice before,
also faults him for arguing that he should have been allowed in 1990 and 1983. During a jury trial, Appellant argued these
the testing before being required to show that he would not were remote convictions because they were committed more
have been prosecuted because of resultingexculpatoryevidence. than 10 yrspiior to the instant offense, thus wereinadmissible.
This, CCA explains, ignores the plain language of the statute, The State then preseuted to the trial coult, as an intervening
which directs the convictiug court to order the DNA testing conviction, evidence of another prior DWI from 1997 not alonly if the defendant makes such a showing, by a preponder- leged in the indictment. On appeal COA agreed that the priors
ance of theevidence.Appellant failed to do so, thus trial court's alleged in the indictment were inadmissible as remote, and the
judgment
is affirmed.
state had not met its burden of proof because it failed to move
an essential element of DWI. State's PDR was granted to secPDR OPINIONS:
ond-guess this ruling.
DEFENDANT ENTITLED TO ACQUITTAL BECAUSE OF
HELD: BecauseTPC649.09(e) frequir'meinterveningDWI
SPEEDY TRIAL VIOLATION: ROSARIO ZAMORANO v. for remote convictions to he admissible) is not an element of
State, No. 1442-00,Appellant's PDR from Bexar County; Re- the offense,thestate need not allese the intervening DWI wnversed & Acquittal entered, 9/11/02; Offense: DWI; Sentence: viction in the indictment or submit it to the iury. Tho State
COA: Affirmed (21///664 - San Antonio 2000); Opinion: must, though, subnlit proof of the intervening conviction to
Cochran, joined by Meyers, Price, Johnson & Holcotnh; Dis- the trial court. Here, the State did so during a hearing outside
sent: Keller, joined by Womack & Keasler; Dissent: Womack, the jury's presence, and trial court admitted the evidence (a
joined by KeUer; Hervey did not participate.
pen packet) into evidence. This proceduresuEciently complied
with the statute, thus the trial court did not err in allowing the
Appellant was charged with DWI in 1995.2-r(z years later State to admit the two prior remote DWI's into evidence. COA
later, after many resets, he moved to dismiss the indictment erred, thus its judgment is reversed, and the trial court's judgarguing he was denied a speedytrial, but the trial court denied ment is affirmed.
the motion. After more resets, he renewed his motion, but was
unsuccessful. After many more resets, he fmaUy pled nolo to NO SUBSTAlrJTIAL COMPLIANCEWITH THE APPELLATE
the offense in 1999,4yrs after being charged with the offense. RULES IF NOTICE ITSELF DOES NOT COMPLY: RONALD
COAheld hewas not erroneouslydeniedaspeedy trial because JOHNSON&ANNIE WASHINGTONv. State,No. 0956-01 &
he failed to assert his right until 2-u'2 yrs after being charged, 0957-01, State's PDRs from Harris County, Appeals Dismissed,
and failed to show prejudice. PDRwas granted to second-guess 9/11/02; Offense: ;Sentence: COA: (47///701 -Houston [14Ih]
this decision.
2001); Opinion: Hervey, joined by Keller, Meyers, Womack, &
HELD: Appellant's 6&Amendmentright to a speedy trial Keasler; Dissent: Johnson, joined by Holcomb; Dissent:
was violated. and he is entitled to an acquittal. CCA conducts Cochran, joined by Price.
a straight Barker v. Wingo analysis and finds as follows: (1) the
Appellants pled guilty pursuant to plea bargains after their
A
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motions to suppress were denied, then fded notices of appeal
stating they "except[ed] to the ruling of the court, filed this
written notice of appeal of said conviction to the Court of Appeals pursuant to Texas Rules ofAppellateProcedure40(h)(l):'
COA ruled this was a "general" notice of appeal, but that Appellants substantially complied with TRAP 25,2(b)(3) because
the trial judgemadea handwrittennotation on the docket that
had given written notice of appeal "as to motions to suppress
&.' State complainsthat this didnot satisfy substantialcompliance withthe rule.
HELD: Appellants failed to snbstantiallv complv with the
rules because "the notice completely omits the re~uiredaver-.''
In Riley, 82511699 (CCA 1992), the general notice of
appeal coupled with the trial court's older reciting the former
TRAP 40(h)(l)'s "extra-notice" requirements, substantially
complied with the rnle, thus invoked the COA's jurisdiction.
CCA now decides that Riley was wrong, and thus, Appellants'
notices do not substantially con~plybecause the notices themselvesdo notsubstantidy comply with the rule. COAwaswrong
so holding, thus judgment is reversedandappealsare dismissed.
(+"Rile): andany casesto thecontrary,are implicitly overruled.)
JohnsonDissent: When the record indicated that Appellant
has substantially complied with the rules, justice is ill-served
when CCA demands that factors which comprise"suhstantia1
comp1iance"be written on a particular piece of paper. A better
use of judicial resources would be to return to a general notice
of appeal for all direct appeals
Cochran Dissent: TRAP 25.2(b)(3) is a "procedural housekeeping rule" that CCA promulgated in response to legislative
decree that an Appellant can appeal an adverse ruling, not that
his notice of appeal explicitly states that he is doing so. The rule
is not itself a jurisdictionalnecessity,butMthemechanisn- the
key to the door - by which existing appellate jurisdiction is
invoked." COA did not err in holding Appellant substantially
complied, and CCA should therefore affirm its judgment.

its jurisdiction and transferred the case to adult criminal court.
The State PDR'd on the constitutional question. (Appellant's
PDR complaining about the state's mid-appeal supplementation of the record was refused.)
HELD: Art. 4.18 does not violate the Separation of Powers
Clause of theTexas Constitution. The legislature has the power
toplace limitations on the right to appeal, which is what it did
withart. 4.18.Als0, as set out in Marill, 85111275 (CCA 19931,
which implicitly suggests that the legislature could amend or
repeal "basis principles of adversary litigation" as it relates to
error preservation, at least for procedural requirements that it
creates (the 10-day trial preparation rule). Similarly, the legislature could amend the traditional method for treating jurisdictional error to require an objection to presuve a particular
kind of jurisdictional claim or legislative creation. The legislature established the juvenile court system, and ultimately it is
up to the legislature to determine what procedures guide the
movement of cases from that system to the adnlt criminal court
system. Having said this, CCA holds there was no Separation
of Powers violation.
RETROSPECTIVEAPPLICATION OP SEX OPPENDERREGISTRATION STATUTE DOES NOT VIOLATE EX POST
FACT0 DOCTRINE: CARLOS RODRIGUEZ A/K/A JOSE
LLNA v. State, No. 1164-01, Appellant's PDK from Wichita
County, Affirmed, 9/18/02; Offense: Failure to Register as aSex
Offender; Sentence: 540 days confinement: C0A:Affirmed (451
11685- Ft.Worth 2001); Opinion: Meyers (unanimous)

After his conviction for aggravated sexual assault and sentence of 17 yrs in 1987, Appellant was released to mandatory
supervision in 1992. As he was a Mexican national, Appellant
was promptly depo~tedto Mexico. In 1997, he iilegally leentered the U S and was arrested because he failed to register as a
sex offender as required by the 1997 amendments to TCCP
62.11. The statute as originally enacted in 1991didnot require
COAERRED IN HOLDING TCCP4.18VIOLATED SEPARA- registration for offenses committed prior to that time, but the
TION OF POWERS: JOHATTUNDANIELRUSHING v. State, 1997amendments made the reporting requirements retrospecNo. 1790-01, State's PDR from McLenna~~
County; Affirmed, tive. He appealed, arguing the application of the 1997 amend9/11/02; Offense: Capital Murder; Sentence: Life; COA: Af- ments to the statute (requiring him to register for life) constifilmed (50111715-Wco 2001); Opinion: Keller,joined by Price, tuted an ex post facto violation, but COA disagreed, holding
Womack, Hervey, Holcomb, & Cochran; Meyers, Johnson & there was no violation because the statute is remedial in nature. Revierv~vusgranted to determine whether this rulingwas
Keasler concur in result wlo opinion.
correct.
Appellantwas under 17when hecommitted theoffense, thus
HELD: The sex offender recistration
act's amendments rehe wasassessed a life sentence upon conviction of capital mur- quiriug rclrospecti.ve application $0 notco~slitutean ex post
der. He raised, for the fi~sttime on appeal, a contention that facto violation ofcithertheState or federal coostitutions, (:(:A
the district court lacked jurisdiction because therewas nothing follows the Supreme Court, which defines an ex post facto law
on the record to show the juvenile court had waived jurisdic- as one that: (1) punishes an act that was innocent when comtionand certified him to stand t ~ i aas
l an adult. He argued that mitted; (2) inflicts greater punishment than it did when comTCCP 4.18, whichrequires an objection to be raised in the trial mitted; or (3) deprives the accused of any defense available at
court, was unconstitutional as a violation of the Separation of the time the act was committed. Collirrs v. Yoa91gblood,497 U.S.
PowersDoctrme of theTexas Constitution,and the COA agteed, 37 (1990);ExparteDnvis,947/1216 (CCA 1996);Joht~sotl,9301
holding that appellate courts have inherent powers to review 1589 (CCA 1996). Appellant complains that requiring him to
jurisdictional errors regardless of the claim on appeal. H o w register inflicts greater, or different punishment on him than
eve1;CO.A affirmed, because the record had been supplemented that attached to the offense at the time it was committed. Thus
by thestate after trial to show that the juvenile murt had waived CCA must determine: (1) whether the statute is being applied
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restrospectively;and (2) whether theprovisionsconstitute punishment for constitutional purposes. The state conceded the
statute's retrospective application, thus the sole question is
whether the amendments constitute punishment. After a
lengthy analysis, CCA decides the intent of the 1997 amendments to Texas' sex offender registration statute was civil and
remedial in nature; moreover, the effect of the amendments is
notso punitiveas to transform thestatute into acriminalsanction. [***Note: Appellant's complaintwas made only under the
ex p o s t k t o provisions, not the Texas Constitution's plohibition gain st retroactive laws.]

control over the vehicle. While Hirsch may have had control
over certain portions of the truck, such as her window or her
seat, she did not have equal control over the vehicle for most
purposes. But thedynamic changed whenthey were pulled over.
Police officerescortedAppellaut to his car,Appellant asked that
the truck be given to Hirsch, and then cop gave the keys to
Hirsch. X t that point, Hirsch's access to the truck continued,
and her controlover it increased dlamatically.She was no longer
just a passenger; instead, her status rose to one having joint
access and control over the truck for most purposes. She was
able to drive the truck, to freely examine its contents, and to
allow someone else to do so, including a police officer. Welch
THIRD-PARTY CONSENT TO SEARCHVEHICLEISVALID assumed some risk in giving the truck to Hirsch, particularly
EVEN IF OWNER REFUSES: PHOEBE WELCH ir State, No. given [cop's] warning that Hirsch would be lesponsihle for the
875-01, Appellant's PDR fiom Castro County; Affirmed 91181 contents of the truck."Having said this, and after a brief analy02; Offense: POCS (1-4 gm) wlintent to deliver; Sentence: 8 sis, CCA rejects all Appellant's arguments and holds Hirsch's
yrs; COA: Affirmed (NP-tlmarillo,4124/01); Opinion: Keasler consent was valid. Judgment is therefore affirmed.
(unanimous); Concurring Opinion: Woniack
"GATEKEEPER"HEAR1NG NEEDED FOR ADMISSION OF
Appellant and her friend Hirsch wele driving to Lubbock INTOXILYZER TEST RESULTS. BUT ONLY AS TO ISSUES
when they were stopped for speeding. Police officer found Ap- LEGISLATURE HAS NOT ALREADY DECIDED: WILLIAM
pellant had an outstanding warrant, informed her she would EDWARD BEARD, JR. x State, No. 0282-00, Appellant's PDR
be arrested and repeatedly asked to search her pickup. Appel- from Eastland County, Affirmed, 9125102; Offense: DWI; Senlant never either expressly refused or gavepermission to search, tence: COA: Reversed (5111883 - Eastland 1999); Opinion:
but turned the truck over to Hirsch, who immedi&telycon- Womack (unaninlous)
sented. Cops found a couple of joints in the cab, a vial of methamphetaminein Appellant's purse,and in the pickup's bed they
DulingAppellant's DWI trial, the trial coul t declined to supfound ingledients and a recipe for making more speed. press the evidence of intoxilyzer test results ofhed through a
Appellant's motion to suppress was denied, and COA affirmed. technical supervisor.Appellant had raised the issue,pretrial and
PDR was, granted to determine whether a passenger's consent d u h g trial that the State failed to show the evidence's scienwas valid if the car owner had already refused to consent to the tific reliability because police had failed to complywith TRAP
sealch.
401,402,403,702 & 705, and the DPS rules, thus the evidence
HELD: Third-party consent is valid if the third party has was inadmissible. The evidence was admitted under the busimutual access and control over the property searched and if it ness record exception to the hearsayrule.Appellant had reurged
can be said that the defendant assumed the risk that the third his objections,and also made hearsay objections.AL1were overparty would consent to a search, even when the defendant is ruled. COA affirmed, holding the State did not need to prove
present at the scene and does not consent to a search CCA the intoxilyzer test was scientifically reliable before test results
relies on US.t: Matlock, 415 U S 164 (1974), in which the Su- were admissible. COA did not address Rule 702.
preme Court held"the consent d o n e who possesses conirnon
HELD: Rule 702 doesnot apply to breath-test results: thus,
authority over premises or effects is valid as against the absent, COA did not err iu holdins that Appellant's obiections were
non-consenting person with whom that author~tyis shared." without merit. CCA discusses Kelly, 82411568 (CCA 1992),
Supremes explained that "[tlhe authority which justifies the which requires the proponeut of the scientificevidence to esthird-pal ty consent. .rests.. .on mutual use of the property tablish its reliability by clear and convincing evidence (the
by persons generally having joint access or control for most "gatekeeper hearing" ) before it is admissible.Appellant srgued
purposes, so that it is reasonable to recognize that any of the in his brief to CCA that a gatekeeper hearing should have been
co-inhabitantshas the right to permit the inspection in his own held before the trial coul t admitted the test results, relying on
right aud that the others have assumed the risk that one of their Hartmnn, 9461160 (CCA 1997), in which CCA held the Kelly
number might permit the common area to be searched."In line test applied to all scientific evidence, whether or not the eviwith Matlock, CCAhas previously held that inorder for a third dence was novel. However, CCA distinguishes Hartinan, in
person to validly consent to a search, slhe must have equal con- which the objection was only to the extrapolatioll testimony,
trol and equal use of the property searched. Also, CCA has le- not the actual breath test results. CCA adheres to its ruling in
cently emphasized that a third party's legal property interest is Hart~iiarr,but then addresses the issue of whether, in applying
not dispositive in determining whether slhe has authority to Rule 702, courts must accept a legislative deternlination of reconsent to a search: "common authority derives from the mu- Liability.
tual use of the property, not the ownership or lack thereof!'
HELD: When evidence of alcohol concentration as shown
Here, Auuellant andHirscltinitiallv
had
ioint
access
to
the
truck
b~results
of breath spechen analysis taken at the reauest or
,
,
hut not joint control. Appellant, as both owner and driver, had order of a veace ofkicer is offered in the trial of a DWI offense.

.

..
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COA CAN'T REVERSE ON THEORY NOT RAISED AT
TRIAL: BOBBYHAILEYvStnte,No. 1434-01,State'sPDRfrom
has been determined by the legislature to be valid when the Navarro County, Reversed, 9/25/02; Offense: DWI; Sentence:
svecimen was taken and aualvzed hv individuals who were COA: Reversed (5011636 - Waco 2001); Opinion: Hervey
certified by,.and were usingthe methods approved by theDP% (unanimous)
d ( 3 ) the trial court must determine whether the technique
Appellant was in a traffic accident and was arrested for DWI
was properly applied, in accordance with the department's
rules, on the occasion in question. Tex.Transp.Code $724.064 after he blew a ,337. Because of the high alcohol concentration
makes evidenceof blood alcohol concentration admissible, and cops drove him to the hospital, where a blood specimen was
5 724.016 autho~izesDPSto adopt rulesapprovingsatisfactory taken by a hospital worker after Appellant refused to submit to
analytical methods. TRAP 702 authorizes the testimony of ex- a blood test at the request of police. The test showed Appellant's
perts when scientific,etc. knowledge will assist the trier of fact BAC to be 454.24 (400 is usually fatal) and the State later subto understand the evidence. Harmonizing the Rule and the poenaed the results. Du~inga suppression hearing, Appellant
TnnspCode, CCA rules that when such evidence is offered, a argued the blood test results were the product of an unreason"gatekeeper" hearing must be held, but ouly to determine the able search andseizure by police because they used the hospital
issues that have not been ~esolvedby the legislatu~e'sdecisions as army to get a blood test from Appellant. The police testified
on ~eliability.In this case, the police officer's and technical they did not request the blood to be drawn, and that they took
supervisor's testimony was sufficient to show the results were Appellant to the hospital because they feared he was suffering
admissible. Moreover, Appellant's only specific objection at the from alcoholuoisonine.
" The trial court denied the motion. COA
gatekeeper hearing to the analysis was a violation of the DPS held the police did not illegallyseize the blood, but that it should
rule requiring a 15-n~itmteobservation period. Therecord sup- have been suppressed
because the hospital worker's blood draw
constituted an unlawful assault.
p o ~ t COA'
s s decision, thus judgment is affirn~ed
HELD: COA erred bvreversin~Appellant'sconviction based
COA CAN DETERMINE MERITS OF A SUPPRESSION on a theory never raised at trial or argued on appeal. A COA
MOTION ON THE MOTION ITSELF: MARTHA LYNN can aftirm a conviction on a legal theory not presented to the
BISHOP I< Sfnfe, No. 1887-01, Appellant's PDR from Harris trial court, but an appellate courtvio1ates"ordinarynotions of
County; Reversed, 91265102; Offense:POCS wlintent to deliver procedure default" when it reverses the t~ialcourt's judgment
(400 gn~s);Sentence: 60 y ~ +s $250,000 fine; COA: Affirmed: on a legal theory not presented to the trial court by the com(NP - Houston [14'h]2001); Opinion: Johnson (unanimous) plaining party. Here, COA erred when it reversed on a theory
not raised by appellant, and thereby denied the state an opporIn a motion to suppless the evidence, Appellant alleged that tunity to develop a complete record on whether the hospital
the dope was illegally seized without a warrant from her car worker really did assault Appellant. Judgment is therefore reduring a traffic stop. The trial court heard and denied the mo- versed, and trial court's judgment is affirmed.
tion on affidavitsonly, and she appealed, assel ting: ( I ) no reasonable suspicion for the stop, and; (2) no consent to the sealrh. NO REASONABLE SUSPICION NEEDED WHEN COP
COA affirmed the judgment because Appellant failed to show KNOCKED ON DOOR: Stnte v. DAVIDFRANCISCOPEREZ,
that the search was without a warrant. PDRws granted to de- No. 2127-01, State's PDR fron~TaylorCounty; Reversed.91251
02; Offense: POM, Sentence: (Evidence Suppressed); COA: 561
termine whether this ruling was correct.
HELD: COA erred becauseTCCP Art. 28.01 6 l(6Lbypro- 11796- Eastland 2001); Opinion: Keasler (unanimous)
vidingfor a determination of themerits of a suppression motion on the motion itself. established the motion to suppress
The police were looking for apu~se-snatcherwhen they saw
as the basis for an allegation of a 4*Amendment violation. In Appellant (who did not match the perpetrator's description),
Rodriguez, 84411744 (CCA 1991), the CCA held that where no who ran away when police car approached. Police chased him
witnesseswerecalled andno evidencewasp~esentedatthe hear- to an apartment, and knocked on the door. When Appellant
ing,the trialcourtwaspermitted,pulsuaut toA1t.28.01, $1(6), peeked out, the officer smelled dope. Appellant was arrested
to detemine the merits of the motionXonthe motions them- when pot was found in his apartment. T~ialcourt suppressed
selves, or upon opposing affidavits, or upon oral testimony, after entering findings of fact and conclusions of lawthat cops
subject to the discretion of the courtcCCA concluded that the had no reasonable suspicion either to approach Appellant of to
COA should have considered Rodrigrrez's motions and the at- knock on his door. State appealed, but COA held that police
tached affidavits in dete~miningthe merits. Here, the niotion had no reasonable suspicion to contact Appellant. State's PDR
alleged the4LbAniendmentviolation, but the attachedafidavit was granted to second-guess this ruling.
HELD: COA erred because reasonable suspicion was not
did not. Nothing precluded the trial court from considering
both motion and affidavit. COA should therefore have consid- renuired for either encounter with Ap~ellant.The police do
ered both Appellant's motion to suppress and the affidavits in not violate the 4hAmendn1ent byapproaching a person on the
addressing Appellant's complaints about the trial court's rul- street or public place and asking him to answer questions.Also,
ing. Judgment is reve~sed,and case is remanded to COA for nothing prohibits police from knockingpolitely on a door. CCA
rejects Appellant's argument that police actlon coustituted a
further action.
(1) the underlying scientific theory has been determined by
the le$slature to hevalid: (2)the techniqueapplyingthe theory
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detention. However, all the officei did was to slowdown his car
to get a doser lookat Appellant. The knock on Appellant's door
was also just an encounter. COA erred to hold otherwise, thus
its judgment is reversed and case is remanded for proceedings
consistent with the opinion.
JUVENILE'S PARENTS NEED NOT BB -RE-NOTIFIED"
WHEN CHILD IS INTERROGATED: LEONHAMPTON v.
State,No. 449-01, State ProsecutingAttorney's PDR from Ector
County, Reversed, 9/25/02; Offense: Murder; Sentence: 35 yrs
COA: Reversed (36///921 -El Paso 2001); Opinion: Cochran
(unanimous)
The 16-yr-old Appellant committed the murder while on
probation. When cops arrested him on a juvenile absconder
warrant they did not inform his mother that they were questioning him about the murder, but only told her he was being
arrested because of the warrant. Appellant gave a videotaped
statement admitting he had killed the victim. COA revetsed,
holding that Family code 4 52.02(b) required cops to tell his
mother they suspected him of murder, or to notify her before
questioning him, thus confession should have been suppressed.
Also, COA held that suppression of exculpatory evidence constituted a Brady violation, SPA'S PDR was granted on three
grounds complaining of this ruling.
HELD: No violation of 6 52.02fb) occurred when cop
promptly notified Appellant'smother and theiuvenileauthorities that he had taken Apvellant into custodv and informed
them of his reason for doins so. The statute requires cops to
notify a parent and appropriate authority "of his action and a
statement of the reason for taking the child into custody." At
issue is the meaning of the phrase "a statement of the reason
for taking the child into custody? Under the plain language of
the statue, cops must only inform parents of "the reason:' that
is the legal justification for the action. Onits face, statute does
not require cops to renotify parents or custodiansof suspicious
of criminal conduct other than that For which the child was
taken into custody. Statute's purpose is to inform parents of
the child'swhereabouts and the reason for his arrest. Hefe, that
was what the cop did when he told the mother Appellant was
being arrested because he was a probation absconder. He was
not required to again contact her and tell her Appellant was
being questioned about a murder.
HELD: COA erred when it used the wrone standard of review for Appellant's B r d y cIaim. The test for whether a Brady
violation is reversible is: (1) state failed to disclose evidence,
regardless of prosecutor's good or bad faith, (2) which is favorable, and (3) the evidence is material, that is, a reasonable probability exists that had the evidence been disclosed, the outcome
of the trial would have been different. The SPA complains that
COA replaced the 3" prong with TRAP 44.2(a), the harmless
error test for constitutional error. CCA agrees, after holding
that uusallythe materiality prong requires balancing the exculpatory evidence against the evidence of conviction. Because
COA failed to conduct the proper test, its judgment is reversed
and case is remanded for a proper analysis.
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DEATH PENALTY OPINIONS:
LARRY ALLEN HAYES v. State, No. 73,830, from Montgomery County. Affirmed, 9/11/0Z; Opinion: Wonlack (unanimous)
Facts: Appellant, convinced his wife Mary was having an
affair with her co-worker, beat her head in and chased her into
their 10-yr-old daughter's loom, where he shot her in the head
with a .44 magnum. He reloaded his gun, kissed his mother
good-bye, then drove to a nearby Shamrock station where he
led the clerk, Rosalyn Robinson, out at gunpoint, shot her, and
drove away in her car. Appellant was apprehended at a Dandy
Double truck stop in Polk County, where the Chevy Blazer he
had stolenfiom a man at a motel had broken down. When cops
arrived at the truckstop, they shot Appellant in the back when
he refused to surrender. CCA rejects his claim that evidence was
insufficieut to support the future dangerousness special issue.
Brady violation: Appellant claims State suppressed a letter
he had written tohis mother-in-law expressing remorse for killing his wife.
HELD: No Brady vinlationbecauseA~oel1antwas aware of
the letter. He had written the letter, so was aware of its contents. Thus, Brady rule does not apply.
Autopsy photos: Appellant contends the autopsy photos of
Marywere inflammatoryand improperly admitted because the
wounds on her head had been altered by the medical examiner.
State claimed no facts in record supported this claim.Also, one
photo depicted theothervictin~,Robimson,withherskiupulled
hack around a grazing head wound.
HELD: No abnseof discretionbytrialcourt.Duringabench
conference,prosecutor admitted that themedical examiner had
altered the head wound wvl~enhe "opened it up to look at it
closer."However, the entry and exit wounds were relevant, and
without reconstruction the jury would have seen only the collapsed, bloody head. The alteration made the head wound less
rather than more gruesome. On the other photo, the jury would
not have been able to see the wound if the skin had not been
pulled back. This did not make the wound more gruesome. No
error.
CARLTON AKEE TURNERY.State, No. 73,559, from Dallas
County; Affirmed, 9111/02; Opinion: Hervey,joined by Keller,
Meyers, Price, Keasler, Holcomb & Cochran; Womack &
Johnson concurred w/o opinion.
Facts:Appellant shot and killed his parents andstashed them
in the garage. He then went on a shopping trip with their cash
and credit cards. Appellant asserted self-defense as to his father, but did not explain why he killed hi mother. Trial court
gave a parole law instruction informing the jury that Appellant
would not be parole eligible for 40 yrs if sentenced to life.
Improper voir dire comments by prosecution: Appellant
complains the State told jurors they could not consider a life
sentence because of possible changes to the parole laws. Appellant asserts these comments were fundamental error because
they denied him a fair punishment hearing under the 8* and
14Ihamendments, and that counsel was ineffective for failing

to raise an objection.
HELD: Counsel was not ineffective because the comments
were not obiectionable. Appellant points to comments such
as: palole laws are always subject to change, they are not up to
the jury, parole laws have changed 3 or 4 times that he could
remember, they change from year to year, they may change next
year. Viewed in the context of the entire voir dire, comments
informed venire members, consistent with the parole law statute, that a life sentence meant a t least 40 years and the jury
should not speculate when life-sentenced defendant might
be released on parole when he became eligible.
Improper comments at cIosing. The State argued during
closingstatementsafter guilt/ionocencethat Appellant did not
act in self-defense, but was 'a psychopath; he's a sociopath."
Appellant objected at trial that the argument was outside the
record.
HELD: Trial obiection did not comport with appellate
claim, thus was procedurally defaulted. Appellant complained
onappeal that the State's argument encouraged the jury to disregard the trial court's self-defenseinstruction. Besides, the argunlent was not improper.
Other rejected claims: part of parole law charge was egregiously harmful; extraneous offenses improperly admitted;
death penalty statute violated 8Ih and 14UIamendments.
GILBERT0 GUADALUPE REYES v. State, No. 73,805, from
Bailey County; Affirmed, 9/11/02; Opinion: Meyers, joined by
Keller, Womack, Johnson, Hervey, Holcon~b& Cochran; Price
& Keasler concurred w/o opinion,
Facts: Appellant and his gidfriend, Yvette, went for a ride
one night. Next morning, in response to a call from Yvette's
parents, police found blood and loose change in the parking
lot of the restaurant wheie she worked as a waitress. Yvette'scar
was found abandoned behind a store in Presidio, her bludgeoned andsexually assaulted body stuffed in the hack under
some ciothing.Appellant was apprehended three months later
in New Mexico after police found keys belonging to Yvette's
residence and car in his possession. Forensic evidence established that Yvette's blood was in the car and on a claw hammer
found inside. Evidence also indicated that Yvette had died from
being beaten m the head with a claw hammercAppellant was
convicted of molder in the course of kidnapping.
Insufficient evidence to establish thatYvette was abducted:
Appellant argues that any restraint herewas"mergedWinto the
murder, and so the murder was not in the course of conrmitting or attempting to commit kidnapping
HELD: Evidence was sofkient to prove kidnapping. Appellant relies on Hines, 40///705 (Houston [14"] 20011, but CCA
points out that it recently reversed Hines. /75///444 - CCA
2002). In Hirres, CCA held that nothing in the statute requires
the defendant to move the victim a certaindistance or hold her
a specific length of time. Also, there is no per se bar to a kidnapping prosecution for conduct committed during commission of another offense. Here, facts showed that Yvette did not
die in the restaurant parking lot - she was alive at some point
when inside the car, She had been assaultedthree different ways

(strangulation, beating, sexual assault), once near the time of
death. CCA concludes evidence is legally sufficient.
Written statement erroneously admitted: Two weeks before she was murdered, Yvette gave police a written statement
that Appellant had stolen her jacket out of her car. On another
occasion, someone had broken into her home and messed up
her things, but did not take anything. Appellant also followed
her around for several weeks prior to the murder. During punishment, cop testified regarding the contents of the report, and
it was admitted in evidence over a hearsay objection.
HELD: Statement was not erroneous& admitted because
same evidence came in through the cops's testimony. Even if
the exhibit was hearsay, Appellant failed to preserve error becansele did not object to the testimony.
Other rejected points: Texas capital sentencing scheme is
unconstitutional; trial court refused to allow presentation of
mitigating evidence.
RICARDO ORTlZ v. State, No. 73,692, from El Paso County,
Affirmed 9/25/02; Opinion: Keasler; Keller and Womack concur with separate opinions.
Facts: Appellant, an inmate in the El Paso Jail and member
of ther'Texas Syndicate:' injected a fatal overdose of heroin into
the victim, Garcia, because Garcia had"snitched"on him. Variousinmates testified that Appellaut was the"tankboss"because
of his high rankingwith theSyndicate,and that they heard him
planning tnkillGarcia.AppeUant'sdefensewas that Garciacommitted suicide, and introduced a witness who heard him say he
would kill himself rather than return to jail.
Insufficient evidence: Appellant was convicted under the
theory that he killed Garcia in the couise of retaliation. TPC 5
19.03(a)(2). He argues the evidence is legally insufficient because the State failed to prove that Garcia was a prospective
witness, specifically that Garcia was likely to be a witness for
the State.
HELD: The evidence was leeally sufficient for a rational
trier of fact to conclude that Garda was a "orosvective
witness" and that Appellant harmed h i n "in
~ retaliation for or on
account of' this fact. A prospective witness is one who may
testify in an official proceeding. Formal proceedings need not
be initiated. Any person who is involved in an offense with a
defendant,who sees the defendantcommittinga crime, or who
hears the defendant committing an offense is a "prospective
witness." Here, the evidence is sufficient because Garcia had
been in~rolvedin a robbery with Appellant and had been so
identifiedhy oneof thevictims. Hepnssessedsufficientknowledge to testify against Appellant at trial. A rational jury could
conclude that Appellant harmed Garcia because he might testify against him.
Factually insufficient evidence. Appellant argues the evidence was factually insufficient to show he committed murder
because inmate Mario, who was present when Appellant administered the fatal overdose to Garcia, was not credible.Mario
admitted he could not see everything that happened, and that
a sketch he made of the jail was not accurate. Also, he had an
exteusive criminal history and was an admitted heroin addict.
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HELD: The evidence was not factually insufficient. Mario
testified that he saw the heroin being cooked, saw the syringe
being passed, andsawAppellant inject Garcia. CCAconcluded
the evidence is not so weak as to lender the conviction clearly
wrong and manifestly unjust.
Failure to preservevoir dire error. Trial court excused prospective juror Deporto for cause because she said she was nnable to assess the death penalty under any circumstances. Appellant objected. State claims he was required to obtain a ruling on the objection, so error is uot preserved as required by
TRAP 33.1.
HELD. Error was preserved. CCA has previously held that
objection after a challenge for cause is sustained is by itself sufficient to preserve elror. CCA sees no reason to depart from
this precedent. So long as the objection is made immediately
after the challeuge is granted, the discharge of the prospective
juror is tantamount to an adverse ruling on the objection.
Expost facto application ofretaliationstatute in jury charge.
Appellant argues that at time of the offensethe statute, TPC 5
36.06, criminalized harming or threatening to harm another
for his service as a public servant, witness, prospective witness,
or informant. However, the trial court instructed the jury on
the law at the time of trial, which had been changed to
criminalize harming or threatening to harm another for his
service or status as one of the above named persons.
HELD: The charge was not erroneous. and did not violation ex vost facto doctrine. Ex post facto problen~does not
arise hom a trial court's erroneous ~~troactiveapplication
of a
statute, but only if the statute itself has retroactive effect. Appellant doesnot contend that the statute operates retroactively.
Moreover, if considered a complaint against the charge, CCA
agrees that it applied the wrong version of the statute. Hovvever, Appellant did not object, and CCA concludes tbat the
charge was not egregiously harmful. The evidence supports a
conclusion tbat Appellant killed Garcia due to either his status
or his service as a p~ospectivewitness. There is little difference
between a prospective witness' status and his service.
Trial court rejected suicide instruction. Appellant requested
a suicide instruction because his defense was that Garcia had
committed suicide.
HELD: No suicide instruction was reauired. The instruction in question was not a statutorily-enumerated defense and
merely serves to negate elements to the State's case. Thus no
error because Appellant was not entitled to said instruction.
Ineffective assistance of counsel: failure to object to gang
evidence. Appellant claims his attorney should have objected
to prosecutor's comments about his affiliationin theTexas Syndicate during his opening and closing statements.
HELD: Evidence was relevant under TRE 404(b) because
it served a variety of non-character purposes to show
Appellant's guilt. Appellant's high-ranking status asetankboss,"
showed his abilityto: smuggle heroiu into the jail; carry out the
crime,and; get other inmates to cooperate in the killing. It also
served to rebut the defense's impeachment of the State's witnesses.
Other rejected issues: More voir dire and ineffective assistance claims.
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PDRS GRANTED IN SEPTEMBER

174819-01 BROWDER, BRUCE 0911 1/02 S Tarrant Sexual
Abuse of a Child
The Second Court of Appeals erred when it applied a de
ejected the trial court's fact findings even though the findings were plemised on matters deserving deference which were supported by the record.
The Second Court of Appeals erred when it held that the
trial court should have dismissed the state's evocation petition for a lack of due diligence on the part of the state in executing the arrest warrants.
riovo standard of review and

.

237712378-01 PEEK, ROSANNA 09/11/02 A Dallas Reckless
Injury to a Child
The Court of Appeals erred in holding tbat the trial court
did not abuse its discretion in refusing to allow the defense to
reopen and offer certain medical records.
T h e Court of Aoaeals erled in holding that the trial court
did not abuseits discretion in finding that an unreasonabledelay
would occur if the defense was allowed to reopen.

-

0421-02 CATES, JOHNNY WELDON I1 09/11/02 A Harris
Failure to Stop and Render Aid
Whether the Court of Appeals erred in holding that the
evidence was sufticient to sustain the deadly weapon finding,
Whether the Court ofAppeals'opinion materiallymisstates
the facts and reasonable, rational infe~encesand in so doing,
e~roneouslyfinds sufficient evidence to sustain the deadly
weapon finding.
0462-02 RICKELS, TERRY N. 09/11/02 S Bee Indeceucy w/
Child by Touching &Exposure
The Court of Appeals erred in holding that a condition of
community supervision prohibited Appellant from going
"within three hundred (300) feet of any premises where children 17 years or younger congregate or gather" was too vague
to be enforced, because the condition did not specify how the
child safety zone was to be measured.
0539-02 ZUNIGA, JOSE 09/11/02 S Lynn Manslaughter
The Court of Appeals review of the factual suftkieucy of
the evidence in the instant case couflicts with the applicable
decisions of the Court of Criminal Appeals.
The Court of Appeals reliance upon inconsistency in the
jury's vetdict to support its holding that the evidence was factually insufficiencyconflictswith the applicable decision of the
United States Supreme Court.

0739141-02RYLANDEKROBERT 09/11/02 SBexarAggravated
Assault (3)
.,
The Court ofAppeals erred in holding that Rylandet's trial
counsel was ineffective because it ignored the two prong test of
Strickland requiring.that the claim of ineffectiveness be aBrmatively supported by the record.
The Court of Appeals erred in holding that Rylander's
counsel's perfo~mancewas deficient based on the record before it because the record was devoid of any evidence demonstrating that counsels alleged errorswerenot based upon sound
tactical decisions.
The Court of Appeals failed to properly apply the prejudice prong of Strickland when they found that the totality of
counselb representation undermined their confidence in the
conviction in the absence of a record that affirmatively demonstrates that, but for counsel's error, the outcome of the proceeding would have been different.

-

0839-02 LEBO, SEAN 09/11/02 A BEXAR Assault of Elderly
Person
The Court ofAppealserredin holdingthat Tex.Code Crim.
Proc. Art. 44.04(b) does not permit a defendant convicted by a
jury and sentenced to ten years probation is not entitled to hail
pending appeal.
0904-02 YOUNG, CARROL DWAYNE 09/11/02 S Harris Aggravated Sexual Assault of a Child
Did themajority ofthe First Court ofAppeaIserroneou8ly
hold that Appelbnt preserved for appellate review his contention that the trial court i m ~ r o ~ e rdenied
lv
his motion for mistrial, where Appellant moved for mistrial without first ohjecting to or requesting an instruction to disregard remarks allegedly made in response to questions from the trial court by prospective juror Valdez to the effect that, in her 25 - 30 years of
work with children who have been sexuallyassaulted,shenever
had a situation in which a child was found not to he telling the
truth?
Did the majority of the First Court ofAppealserroneously
conclude that an instruction to disregard could not have cured
any harm or prejudice resulting form the aforesaid remarks
made by prospective juror Valdez and the trial court's associated questions to her?
A

=

,

0936-02 ZORN, MARY 09111/02 A Smith Terroristic Threat
The Court of Appeals erred in finding that the misdemeanor offense of terroristic threat is a lesser included offense
of retaliation.
0561-02 GONZALEZ, ALFONZO 09/18/02 A Harris Engaging
in Org. Crim.Activity
Whether the Court of Appeals erred in holding that the
trial court did not abuse its discretion in removing Appellant's
counsel of choice after the state filed a motion seeking his dis-

qualification solely on the grounds of disciplinary rule 3.081
Whether the Court of Appeals erred in holding that the
trial court did not abuse its discretron in removing Appellant's
counsel of choice when the state did not show actual prejudice
to the state as the basis for disqualifying appellant's counsel of
choice?
Whether the Court of Appeals erred in holding that the
trial court did not abuse its discretion in removing Appellant's
counsel of choice when thestate did not show that Appellant's
counsel of choicewas a witness necessaryto establish an essential fact on Appellant's behalf.
0683-02 WILLIAMS, CLAYTON DWAYNE 09/18/02 S Gregg
Criminal Nonsupport
In a prosecution for criminal nonsupport, where the
Defendant's failure to pay child support began prior to, but
continued after, the effective date of a statutory amendment
increasing the punishment for the offense, does a savings clause
in the amending act require that the Defendant be prosecuted
under the statute as it existed prior to its amendment?
Issue granted on the Court's order (rule 67):
Whether the offense of criminal nonsupport is a continuing offense?
0744-02 MCDANIEL, BILLY WAYNE 09/18/02 S Navarro Bail
Jumping
The Court of Appeals erred in holding that the trial court
should have conducted a competency inquiry before the
Defendant's probation revocation hearing because art. 46.02,
52(a) of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure applies on1y"in
advance of the trial on the merits."
The Court of Appeals erred in holding that the trial court
should have conducted an art. 46.92,$2(a) inquiry where the
Defendant did not request a 52(a] inquiry, produce any evidence of incompetence, or complain about the lack of a $2(a)
inquiry in the trial court or on appeal.
04131412-02 JACK, JONATHAN DERRICK 09/25/02 S Harris
Delivery of Controlled Substance
The Fiwt Court ofAppealserred in ordering the trial court
to give the Appellant a second chance to fde a motion for new
trial, when the trial court had already lost jurisdiction to consider an out-of-time motion for new trial.
Whether the state is seeking review of an interlocutory
order.
COURT OP APPEALS
NO PROBABLE CAUSE MEANS NO IMPLIED CONSENT:
Knisleyv. State, _S.W.3dp
(Tex.App. - Dallas,05-01-00326CR, 7/3/02).

Defendant was found unconscious following an accident;
officer requested a blood sample at the hospital. Defendant
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sought to suppress results arguing a lackof probable cause and
that implied consent statutes - Sections 724.011 (implied consent) and 724.014 (no withd~~wal
of consent if suspect is dead
or unconscious) did not apply.Court agreesand holds that both
implied consent laws are contingent on an arrest. If the suspect
is not under arrest, thereis no implied consent andSec. 724.014
does not apply. Here, court, however finds plenty of probable cause to ask for blood sample independent of implied
consent.

interrogate him. They knew he had counsel because they told
him they thought he had a goodlawyer. Court holds that this is
aparadigmaticviolation of Sixth Amendment right to counsel
and orders confession suppressed.
DUTY TO REPORT CHILD ABUSE: Stnte v Harrod, S.W.3d -(Tex.App. - DaUas,05-01-01748-CR, 7/10/02).

Texas Family Code, Section 261.106 provides that any person who reports an act of chid abuse to the authorities is imSTANDING NOT PROVEN: Head v. State, -S.W.M - mune from civil or criminal liability.Here, thedefendant faiied
to report child abuse to the police when her daughters, who
(Tex.App. - Corpus Christi, 13-01-722-CR,7/3/02).
first denied it, then later changed their minds and reported.
Here, package containing dope was sent to a named indi- Defendant did tell police about allegationswhen theylater came
vidual. Defendant picked up package and signed for it, using to her house after abuse1 was arrested on an unrelated abuse
the name of the addressee. Court holds that because there was charge. Court holds that theimmunity promised by family code
no evidence in the record that thedefendant andaddresseewere is not a broadbasedimmunitybut is limited to the speciilcacts
the same individual, defendant faiied on his burden of estab- reported to authorities.
lishing standing. (Editor's note: with standing issues, defense
counsel should very seriously consider putting on evidence to CASE REVERSED WHEN DEFENDANT TRIED IN JAIL
establish that element. Remember, your client can testify at CLOTHES: Smff v. State, -S.W.3d -(Tex.App. Fort
motion to suppress without any fear of that testimony being Worth, 2-01-154-CR, 7/3/02).
used at trial. If your plan is simply to litigate a n~otionto suppress and then plead guilty if you lose, then your client should
Here defendant was tried in his orange, jail issued jump suit
testify if you have a standing problem.)
with the letters, P-5, p-6 and 25 and 27 stenciled across the back.
State tries to argue that the jump suit was not immediately apINVOCATION OF COUNSEL SHOULD HAVE STOPPED parent as jail clothes, citing three cases which permit such a
INTERROGATION: Benoit v. State, -S.W.3dP
(TerApp practice. Coul t rejects state's argument and holds that, not only
wus it apparent that defendant's clothing was jail issued but,
- San Antonio, 04-01-00035-CR, 7/3/02).
contrary to other cases, defense h e ~ objected
e
and this was not
Thedefendant's statement to police"1 will not sign anything an incidentalviewingofthe defendant. The defendanthere was
until my lawyer gets here" is clear and unan~biguousdenland forced to undergo the entil-e trial in the jumpsuit.
for counsel. Interrogation should have ceased.
CASE REVERSED DUE TO STATE'S USE OP PERJURED
LOW IQ DOES NOT RENDER CONPESSION INVOLUN- TESTIMONY: Ramirez v. State,
S.W.3d - (Tex.App. TARY: Franks v. State, -S.W.3d -(Tex.App. - Fort Worth, Austin, 03-01-00457-CR, 7/26/02).
2-00-431-CR, 7/18/02).
Complainant testifies that she had contacted an attorney
In a 78-page opinion, the Court holds, among many issues, solely to ask for advice andhadnot retained one to collect damthat a defendant's confession is not involuntary solely because ages from the defendant's employer or the defendant. In fact,
he has a low IQ, here 64.It is a significant factor to consider but she had, and her attorney had informed the state that he had
been so retained and had already fded a lawsuit against the dealone is not determinative.
In another issue, defendant told the interrogating oHieers fendant and his employer. Court finds this to be a knowing use
that he wanted to stop talkingbecause he was tired. Court holds of perjured or false testimony by the state and reverses.
that this isnot an unambiguous request to terminate the interviexv. Defendant could have just as easily, according to court, ERRATIC DRIVING WAS NOT AN AFFIRMATIVE LINK:
meant that he was unable to cotntinue because of exhaustion Hall v. Stnte,-S.W.3d(Tex.Apy. -Austin, 03-01-00088but wanted to continue talking as soon as he rested. The con- CR, 7/26/02). (Aboussie, Smith & Puryear)
tinued questioning, therefore, was proper and confession alLead Opinion (Puryear)!Dissent (Aboussie):
lowed.
Met ely driving a car in an erratic manner to detect the presCONFESSION ORDERED SUPPRESSED: Cloer v. State, - ence of police surveillanceand alert car carrying contraband is
S.W.3d -(TezApp. - San Antonio, 04-01-00297-CR, 71171 not sufficientto provide the affirmativelink to the contraband.
02).
Interestingly, this issue is raised as fundamental error. Appellate counsel did not challenge sufficiency of evidence, but inDefendant arrested for capital murder; counsel appointed stead argued that defendantwas deprived of effectiveassistance
the next day. One aonthlater, police visit defendant in jail and of counsel for failing to move for a directed verdict.

-
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EVIDENCE ORDERED SUPPRESSED BECAUSE OF NO
PROBABLE CAUSE: Ozrrna v. Strife,-S.W.3d- (TexApp.
- S m Antonio, 04-01-00407-CR, 7/24/02).
Search warrant affidavit
provided probable cause to l i n k
defendant to drugs but not to drugs located o n certain premises. Evidence ordered suppressed.
LESSERINCLUDED OFFENSE:Benge v. Stnte,-S.W.3d(Tex.App. - Houston 14,1401-00589-CR 7/18/02).
Court finds under these facts that the offense o f reckless
driving is a lesser included to an offense of aggravated assault
with a motor vehicle. &,
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